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Trustees raise room and board 
by .!..ml O. Wadley 
staff reporter 
The University Board of 
Trustees Friday approved a 5 
Krcent increase in room and 
ard fees effective this sum- 
mer. 
University students will be 
charged an additional $53 per 
semester for room and board to 
adjust to an $863,000 increase in 
residence and dining hall bud- 
gets. 
The residence budget in- 
creased $388,000 (3.4 percent), 
and the dining hall budget in- 
creased $475,000 (6.5 percent). 
Chris Dalton, vice president of 
planning and budgeting, said the 
cost for a standard room each 
semester will be $619, an in- 
crease of $27. He said a mini- 
mum four-coupon book plan for 
a semester will be $486, an in- 
crease of $26. 
With the increase, students 
will pay $2,210 a year for room 
and board, which is the lowest 
room and meal plan rate among 
Mid-American Conference 
schools. The highest is Ohio 
University, whose students pay 
$3,158 a year. 
David Robinson, Undergrad- 
uate Student Government presi- 
dent, said some of the benefits 
from the hike will be used for 
improvements in residence halls 
and an increase in student em- 
ployment wages. 
"It (the increase) is fine, and I 
have no problems with it," Rob- 
inson said. "It will go straight to 
the students where they live." 
The Board also approved $2.3 
million expenditures for the 
1988-89 auxiliary repair and 
renovations projects. 
Some of these items include 
carpeting for Kohl Hall, Foun- 
ders Quadrangle and Conklin 
East: the interior of Rodgers 
Quadrangle and Conklin East 
will be repainted; fire alarms 
will be installed in several units 
on East Reed Street; and the 
construction of a parking lot 
with 150 spaces north of Offen- 
hauer Towers. 
In other business, William 
Spengler, board chairman, said 
the Trustees met in Executive 
Session at the December Board 
meeting and last Thursday, □ See Trustees, page 4. 
$700,000 carpet ratified 
by Barb Weadock 
staff reporter 
The University Board of Trustees approved 
the purchase and installation of carpeting in 
two residence halls and four greek houses at its 
meeting Friday. 
The first four floors of Founders Quadrangle 
and Kohl Hall, and the Delta Tau Delta, Sigma 
Nu, Sigma Chi and Alpha Gamma Delta houses 
will receive carpeting during the summer, ac- 
cording to James Perry, vice president of the 
Undergraduate Student Government. 
The project will cost nearly $700,000, he said. 
Perry said carpeting was not the only victory 
for the students at Friday's Board meeting. 
Rodgers Quadrangle and Conklin East will be 
painted this summer also. 
"I cannot emphasize more how much this is a 
concrete victory for the students," Perry said. 
Perry said he began collecting signatures for 
the improvements during the first week of the 
fall semester and has fceen working on the 
project ever since. 
"The only concern I have is whether or not 
the contractor will have enough time to get the 
carpeting in Founders Quadrangle done be- 
cause   it   is   a   summer   residence 
C See Carpet, page 4. 
Wind surfer 
Kirsten Edwards, sophomore interior design major, hangs on tight while trying to put a 
sign in the Onion Oval yesterday afternoon. The sign, advertising the Delta Gamma-Phi 
BG News/Rob Upton 
Delta Theta Anchor Splash, was being blown considerably by yesterday's high winds, 
which eventually forced Edwards and her group to abandon their efforts until today. 
Student 
killed in 
accident 
by John Meola 
city reporter 
A University student died in a 
head-on collision on Interstate 
475 near the Monclova Road 
overpass around 6 p.m. Friday. 
Steven Griffith, 23, of Worth- 
ington, Ohio, was traveling 
southbound on I 
the express- 
way when he 
lost control of 
his 1987 Ren-1 
ault, causing it 
to jump the [ 
median strip, 
enter the on- 
coming lane, 
and collide 
with  a   semi-1  
truck. Griffith 
Griffith was pronounced dead 
at the scene, according to the 
Toledo post of the Ohio Highway 
Patrol. His car was "crushed'' 
and "in pieces" after it flipped 
over three times, according to a 
patrol post dispatcher. 
The patrol said Griffith was 
driving at an unsafe speed, but 
were      unable 
C See Griffith, page 3. 
Couple remains in Ohio, 
fights Florida extradition 
TOLEDO (AP) — An Ohio couple charged with 
conspiring to murder and mutilate their son-in-law 
and nis relatives in Florida will remain here for at 
least another month while their lawyers try to halt 
their extradition. 
At an identification hearing Monday, Toledo 
Municipal Judge Jack Puffenberger ordered Dr. 
Saud Tarawneh, 46, and his wife, Ghada, 39, held in 
Lucas County jail on $600,000 bond each until an 
extradition hearing is held. 
"The police will seek a warrant from the gov- 
ernor of the state of Ohio ordering these people 
extradited to the state of Florida," City Prosecutor 
John Madigan said. "There will be another hear- 
ing on that particular warrant." 
Madigan said the extradition hearing will prob- 
ably be held within the next 30 days. 
The Tarawnehs' lawyer, Jeffrey Goldstein, said 
he would try to get his clients released on a writ of 
habeas corpus, claiming they are being unlawfully 
held in Ohio. 
"I don't believe this court has the jurisdiction. 
and a hearing in this court would be inappro- 
priate," Goldstein said as his clients sat silently 
next to him. 
Tarawneh, a local obstetrician, and his wife are 
charged in Florida with three counts each of cons- 
piracy to commit first-degree murder and solicita- 
tion to commit murder. Each count carries a life 
sentence. 
Authorities said the couple was outraged that 
their daughter, Raniah, 19, spurned an arranged 
marriage and eloped with her cousin in 1986. 
The Tarawnehs allegedly hired Ron Petrillo, 
Cresident of Specialized Investigative Services 
ic, Fort Lauderdale, Fla., to find Raniah. 
Petrillo located Raniah and her husband, Moua- 
taz Abdulsamad, 29, who has a master's degree in 
finance from the University of Toledo, in Ta- 
marac, Fla. The Tarawnehs allegedly asked 
Petrillo to hire a hitman to kill and mutilate Ab- 
dulsamad, his younger sister, Azza, and his 
mother, Najwa. 
Quality living costs more 
by Catherine Hoehn 
staff reporter 
Some University students are 
willing to pay more for better, 
quality living conditions, ac- 
cording to an Undergraduate 
Student Government survey. 
A survey of about 40 resident 
advisers and greek chapter 
presidents showed they believe 
the student body is willing to pay 
higher costs for room and board, 
as long as the increase shows re- 
sults within the living quarters 
and dining halls. 
Survey results showed stu- 
dents "are fairly satisfied" with 
living conditions, but think the 
dining halls serve too much fried 
food and charge too much for 
"healthier foods," he said. 
Robinson said he presented 
these results to the Board of 
Trustees. Although the Board 
was already discussing raising 
room and board fees, he asked it 
to consider using part of the 
extra funds to improve living 
conditions. 
"The increase will bring about 
direct changes in the halls," he 
said. 
In other business at Thurs- 
day's meeting, the General As- 
sembly unanimously approved a 
resolution for USG to support 
House Bill 34, which could give 
two students voting rights on the 
Board of Trustees. The resolu- 
tion gives USG cabinet mem- 
bers the ability to lobby for the 
bill. Robinson said. 
USG has delivered postcards 
to campus organizations for stu- 
dents to show they are suppor- 
tive of the bill. Robinson said he 
hopes the cards will be sent to 
Senator Paul Gillmor and Gary 
Cooper, chair of the Ohio Sena- 
torial Education Committee by 
early next week. 
"I am personally lobbying 
Senator Gillmor, with whom we 
have very good ties right now," 
he said. 
USG Vice President Jim 
Perry proposed to amend the 
constitution which presently 
states that USG elections may 
be held no later than the 10th 
week of spring semester. 
Spring break falls on the 11th 
week, and Perry said he is 
afraid that holding elections the 
week before break will result in 
a low voter turnout. He said he 
would like to amend the charter 
to say elections may be held 
after the 10th week, "if neces- 
sary," to avoid any future con- 
flicts. The resolution will be 
voted upon at the next two meet- 
ings. 
The  General  Assembly  ap- 
6roved another resolution for 
ISG   to   support   the 
D See USG, page 4. 
Tuesday News in Brief 
□ A University graduate student's sis- 
ter Is competing in the Olympics as part 
of the Austrian cross-country ski team, 
see story page 5. 
DSome  European  countries.  In  an 
effort to decrease the incidence of AIDS 
in their populations, are working to get 
clean needles to drug addicts, see story 
page 7. 
DDon Barber's play in the second half 
of the season epitomizes the Falcons' 
turn around, see story page 9. 
arch-rival, Christa Rothenburger. In the men's    dalist in the 500, skated in the second pair and 1 
l\ ^^katfrwinsnold medal      1,500 meters Saturday, American Eric Flaim saw    ripped off a 39.12 to break her former world record 1 
u.o orvoici   "llljyuu                        his world record last only five minutes before East    of 39.39 seconds set in Calgary last December. 
CALGARY, Alberta (AP) — Bonnie Blair lifted    German Andre Hoffman beat it and took the gold. 
Americans' morale and medals count in speed        "She looked to me and I gave her the thumbs       Rothenburger's first 100 meters were clocked in 1 
skating Monday, winning the women's 500-meter    up," said Flaim, who settled for silver. "She did a    10.57 seconds, but when it was Blair's turn two 1 
sprint in world-record time.                                      heck of a job."                                                         pairs kter, she got off the line even faster — in 1 
It was the first gold medal in speed skating by an       Rothenburger took the silver behind Blair, while    10.55 seconds — and made a final lunge at the fin- 1 
American woman since Sheila Young won the 500     the bronze went to East Germany's Karen Kania,    ish line to beat Rothenburger by .02 of a second to 1 
in 1976 and only the fourth ever.                                 her sixth Olympic medal, in 39.24 seconds.                 the cheers of a large crowd at the Indoor Olympic 1 
It also was the fourth U.S. medal of this Olym-       It was the third straight Olympics that Kania    Oval, 
pics, the second in speed skating, and it provided a     has won a medal in the 500. She won in 1960 and       Blair raised her arms in triumph, accepted co- 1 
measure of revenge for her team.                              took the silver in 1964, when she had two golds and    ngratulations from U.S. Coach Mike Crowe and 1 
Blair's time of 39.10 seconds nipped the world     a silver in other events.                                            then skated to the wall and fell into the arms of her 1 
record set minutes earlier by her East German        Rothenburger, the defending Olympic gold me-    boyfriend, U.S. speed skater Dave Silk. 
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Editorial 
Justify increases 
The list keeps growing...and growing...and 
growing. 
It used to be that just two things in life were cer- 
tain — death and taxes. But, the University Board 
of Trustees added a pay increase for University 
President Paul Olscamp to that list last fall. 
Now, it seems the Board of Trustees is going to 
keep increasing those certainties. 
The trustees hiked room and board 5 percent Fri- 
day, and it appears another tuition increase is on 
the way. 
Unfortunately, these seem to be becoming a bad 
habit for the Board of Trustees. The University is in 
a vicious, ongoing cycle of increase, increase, in- 
crease with no decrease, decrease, decrease. 
But the most recent hike may be used effectively 
enough for the Trustees to have a reasonable ex- 
cuse for raising room and board. 
The plan for the increase apparently includes 
improvements in residence halls and a raise in stu- 
dent employment wages. But that remains to be 
seen. 
If students get to see actual improvement from 
the additional funds, then the room and board fee 
raise can be at least partly justified. 
But one still has to wonder if some of these same 
improvements could have been made without in- 
creasing room and board. Somehow and at some 
time, the Board of Trustees is going to have to fig- 
ure a way to trim budgets and cut corners to allow 
for very little or no increase whatsoever. 
Just once, it would be nice to see room and board, 
and God forbid, tuition, remain the same price for a 
whole year. 
If the cycle continues, it is going to get continua- 
lly difficult for students to keep meeting these in- 
creases — increases that have become as certain as 
death and taxes. 
Preacher means business 
By Mike 
Royko 
While taking a stroll, I saw the 
Rev. Hallelujah Jones hurrying 
along. 
I greeted him, but he angrily 
grabbed my arm and said: "I 
would appreciate it if you would 
stop referring to me by that ti- 
tle.''' 
You mean reverend? But 
you're a TV clergyman. 
He adjusted tus red tie and 
said: "I am much more than 
that. Remember, I am also a 
businessman." 
That's true. And how are your 
glow-in-ine dark, windup, life- 
size plastic front-lawn Nativity 
scenes going? 
"They did well during the 
Christmas season, thank you." 
And your personally-blessed 
holy teething rings, guaranteed 
to ease the distress of infancy? 
"They are a steady seller, de- 
spite the sinful efforts of family 
planners to shrink my market. 
And how's the demand for 
your miraculous oil, which will 
cure aches, pains, miseries, as 
well as financial and domestic 
worries. 
"Splendid, especially since we 
began pointing out that if sim- 
mered with a touch of garlic, it 
also makes an excellent blessed 
pasta sauce." 
All things considered, I have 
to concede that you are a busi- 
nessman. 
"And I would remind you that 
I am also a religious broadcas- 
ter, a title I also prefer." 
Yes, I've watched your Halle- 
luiah Happy Hour. Does any 
other clergyman broadcast live 
from a sports theme bar? 
"No, I was the first to recog- 
nize and fill that spiritual void. 
I've noticed that many mem- 
bers of your congregation now 
speak in tongues. 
"A few, but I must admit that 
some of it is the result of the 
happy hour." 
Well, I've been impressed by 
the  miraculous   cures   you've 
Grformed simply by laying 
nds on them. I've seen people 
who had been suffering terribly 
throwing aside their crutches 
and canes and shouting "halle- 
lujah," because you've cured 
them of tennis elbows, inflamed 
rotator cuffs, jammed softball 
thumbs, jogger's shin splints, 
athlete's foot and jock itch. 
"Did you happen to see the 
football player I cured of agoniz- 
ing turf toe." 
Yes, but I was even more 
stunned by the poor wretch who 
said that for 30 years, despite 
seeking help from countless ex- 
perts, he was still plagued by a 
chronic, incurable slice. But 
after you laid hands on his golf 
bag, he has been hitting the ball 
straight and long. 
"Most people don't realize 
that the suce is the work of Sa- 
tan. By the way, I'm planning an 
instructional tape snowing the 
relationship between praying 
and one-putting." 
That should be a winner. But I 
still don't understand why you 
no longer want to be thought of 
as a TV preacher. 
"Unfortunately, it has taken 
on certain negative connotations 
in recent years." 
Because of the fuss about Ji- 
mmy and Tammy and Oral and 
some of the others? 
"Yes. And those in the media, 
most of whom are agents of the 
Beast, would tar me with the 
same brush." 
But you've built your con- 
siderable reputation through 
your spiritual powers. You've 
had so many triumphs. Don't 
you remember the great stir it 
caused when you prayed that 
giant killer bees would not in- 
vade Chicago, and sure enough, 
there wasn't a killer bee in 
sight? 
"And I would remind you that 
there hasn't been one around 
here since." 
Nor before. And remember 
when you prayed that the ice cap 
at the North Pole would not melt 
and cause terrible flooding in 
North America, and it didn't? Or 
when you prayed that we 
wouldn't be pelted by hailstones 
the size of bowling balls, and we 
weren't? Or the time the skies 
became terribly dark at mid- 
night and you prayed that there 
should be light. And doggone if 
the sun wasn't shining brightly 
at 7 a.m.? 
"I do what I can. It is a gift." 
Then I don't understand why 
you resent being called a TV 
preacher. Unless...say, you 
aren't thinking of running for 
president, are you? 
"The thought has crossed my 
mind. I've considered turning 
my executive skills to returning 
this country to traditional moral 
values, bringing prayer back in 
the schools, the shopping malls, 
and all public elevators, as well 
as defeating the godless Com- 
mies. Were you aware that the 
Soviet Union is only a few miles 
from our Alaskan shores?" 
Yes, it's on all the maps. 
"That just shows how weak 
and careless we've become. And 
have you seen how our dollar 
has been shrinking?" 
What would you do about that? 
"I would have all our currency 
printed on a blend of paper and 
polyester." 
Obviously, you've already 
thought out many of the issues. 
What would you do about our re- 
lationship with South Africa re- 
garding racial apartheid. 
"An unfortunate situation. I 
would urge all African blacks to 
bleach themselves white." 
Would you negotiate with 
Gorbachev? 
"Yes, if he agrees to be a born- 
again Christian, joins the Repu- 
blican Party and makes English 
their official language. I'm flex- 
ible. Now I'm off to New Hamp- 
shire." 
Aren't you a little late? 
"Not at all. If I get three write- 
in votes, the networks could de- 
clare me the front-runner." 
Royko is a columnist for the 
Chicago Tribune. 
Letters. 
Sex is God's gift so 
follow His guidelines 
This letter is in response to the 
barrage of pro-abortionist edito- 
rials on Feb. 11, 1988. Where 
have our values gone? We have 
become so selfish and irrespon- 
sible as a society. 
Do you know what the real 
purpose of sex is? Sex was 
created by God as a gift to man- 
kind. With this gift, God has gi- 
ven guidelines to follow. Besides 
being one with your hus- 
band/wife (the way it was in- 
tended to be), sex was created to 
bear children. When this gift (a 
baby) is killed, it's thrown back 
into God's face. We are telling 
Him, "God, I like the feeling of 
sex, but you can have back the 
baby and the responsibilty that 
goes with it." 
Similarly, individuals in soci- 
ety aren't being responsible for 
themselves. They need to go on 
welfare. They need the govern- 
ment.   It's  NOT  the  govern- 
ment's purpose to take care of 
these people, much less pay for 
someone's misuse of sex. If you 
are not willing to accept the re- 
sponsibilty, then DONTDO IT. 
We need to stop making ex- 
cuses about these issues. We all 
know what's right and wrong. 
These guidelines have been 
written on our hearts all along. 
For example: When you were a 
baby, your parents told you not 
to touch the stove. They did that 
not because they didn't love you, 
but rather for your protection. 
For the same reason, our God 
(Jesus) has set guidelines to fol- 
low, or we'll get burnt. 
One more thing for the people 
who wrote with their names 
withheld on Feb. 11, 1988: Why 
did you withhold your names? Is 
it because you know deep down 
inside what's wrong and what's 
right? 
Chris Pfreim 
OCMB4354 
Patti Belitz 
OCMB0315 
More minorities not 
answer to problems 
I am a second semester black 
freshman here at BGSU. I do not 
belong to any organization on 
this campus at this present time. 
So far, I like what BGSU has to 
offer me and have not encoun- 
tered any personal racial prob- 
lems, but I'm upset with this 
university's approach toward 
racism as well as some of the 
minorities here. 
Since I arrived at BGSU I 
have heard nothing but, "the 
University needs more blacks" 
and that, "there are serious ra- 
cial problems toward the minor- 
ities at BG." First let me re- 
spond to the issue of increasing 
the minorities at BGSU. 
I must commend this universi- 
ty for what it has done so far to 
increase the minorities at BG. I 
like the idea that they will 
double the money students in the 
Cleveland Public School System 
earn for college for having good 
grades, "C" or above, if they 
choose to attend BGSU. This will 
definitely increase the number 
of blacks here. But, I ask BGSU, 
what are you doing to increase 
the equality for blacks here at 
BG to that of the whites? From 
what I have seen the University 
has done NOTHING; like I said, 
all I ever hear is "we need more 
blacks." Well, Mr. "University" 
it won't do any good to have 
more blacks if you don't have 
equality for blacks. Things such 
as giving the Phi Beta Sigma's 
fraternity house to a white 
fraternity because at the time 
you felt they didn't have enough 
members is "BULL." What do 
you have to say to this Mr. "Un- 
iversity?" What about the Alpha 
Phi Alpha house? You built 
them a one story house with 
about four rooms, when the 
white fraternities have houses 
with two to three times as many 
rooms. You could at least have 
built them a two story house. 
What do you have to say to this 
Mr. "University?" Let me ask 
SOCI6DY 
you one more question; why is it 
that all the white fraternities 
and sororities have houses and 
most of the black ones don't? 
Why doesn't BGSU make it a 
point to build them houses, re- 
eardless of the number of mem- 
ers. Mr. "University" it seems 
to me that BGSU, like many 
other schools, is doing the least 
little thing it has to tor blacks 
here. Getting more blacks here 
isn't the answer to the minority 
problems. It doesn't matter if 
there is only one black person 
here or 10,000 black people here, 
minorities need equality at 
BGSU more than they need 
more minorities. So. Mr. "Un- 
iversity" I ask why don't you do 
something about that? 
Now for the racial problem. 
There is no doubt that there are 
racial problems at BGSU 
toward blacks, but what about 
the racism towards whites? It 
should be noted that the racism 
goes both ways. I have been with 
other blacks and when a white 
person comes on the scene they 
start talking negatively about 
them, calling them names, and 
looking down on them for no 
reason at all. My question to the 
blacks who do this is, what has 
that white individual done to 
you? The common reply usuallv 
pertains to them (all whites) 
and slavery. Well, Brothers and 
Sisters you had better "wake 
up," this is 1988 and we should 
be trying to achieve; dwelling in 
the past isn't going to do you or 
our race any good. Slavery is 
history. Let's get with the pre- 
sent and make a better future; 
minorities should be aiming for 
equa'ity and not superiority, 
that is what the world needs. 
Given the situation, I would 
say that, "What can be done to 
make equality for the minorities 
the same as the majority?" 
needs to be the issue, at Bowling 
Green State University and 
around the world, not "What can 
we do to solve racism." Racism, 
which is proving to the prejudice 
one that the other one is equal, is 
not going to make it because I do 
not nave to PROVE to anyone 
that I am the same as them, they 
have to come to UNDERSTAND 
that I am. 
Maurice Leon Tate 
105 Chapman 
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1/2 LB. NEW YORK STRIP STEAK 
Includes: Baked Potato 
Rolls & Butter 
•    •   •   9^> 
TONIGHT! 
THE PHEASANT ROOM • 2nd FLOOR UNIVERSITY UNION 
No reservations accepted for these specials 
Food coupons accepted 4:30-7:00 p.m. dally 
Minority students can 
succeed Baldwin, King 
Poetess says education, different fields are keys 
by Jackie Jackson 
copy editor 
Great men such as writer 
James Baldwin and civil rights 
activist Martin Luther King Jr. 
are missed, but the goal of this 
generation is to be as great, if 
not greater, than they were, ac- 
cording to black poetess Nikki 
Giovanni. 
Giovanni, who spoke to stu- 
dents assembled in the memory 
of Baldwin at Kobacker Hall 
Friday, is the only living writer 
to have collaborated with Bald- 
win. He died last November. 
She told students to seek 
higher education and do some- 
thing different. 
Instead of everyone turning to 
business, she urged students to 
seek careers such as aeronau- 
tics, a field scarcely chosen by 
minorities. 
Giovanni recommended her 
profession, writing, but cau- 
tioned students who may seek 
monetary reward that writing 
takes time and the pay is low. 
"To be a successful poet you 
are successful when you write 
the poem," Giovanni said. 
"Poets work alone and it is not 
a 'rah' profession. At times no 
one understands my poems, but 
what's important is that I un- 
derstand them," she said. 
Recognizing the celebration of 
Black History Month, Giovanni 
said it is important and next 
month, the Indian American, 
Chinese American or Mexican 
American should be honored. 
"In February we consider the 
fact that we as human beings 
can get along. It won't hurt any- 
body, one month Chinese (food), 
the next month chitlins,"she 
said. 
HAIR REPAIR 
HAIRCUT 
SPECIAL 
$6 
no 
shampoo 
(regular $10) 
Special 
Perm on 
short hair 
only 
$20 
Coupon must be presented   ( Expires\ 
352-2566      U'86 ' 
Yellow House behind Taco Bell 
She said as students look at 
Black History Month, their job is 
to know where their forefathers 
have been and to continue the 
journey forward. 
"We should de-emphasize 
grades and make black history 
not a course in itself but a part of 
regular history course, Gio- 
vanni said. 
People tell her that white and 
black men cannot get along, but 
she said if a plane were to crash 
it would not matter what color 
the people on the plane were, 
because everyone would get up 
and help. 
Self-preservation is not the 
first law of human preservation, 
species preservation is, she 
said. 
Giovanni is currently a visit- 
ing professor at Virginia Tech- 
nical College in Blacksburg, Va. 
She has published several vol- 
umes of poetry and has also 
worked as a teacher, recording 
artist and editorial consultant. 
Griffith  
Li Continued from page 1. 
to say exactly how fast he 
was traveling. No traces of 
alcohol or drugs were 
found in Griffith's body, 
the patrol said. 
Road conditions and 
visibility were good at the 
time of the accident, the 
patrol said. 
Griffith was a member 
of the Zeta Beta Tau 
fraternity since 1984 and a 
candidate for May gradua- 
tion. 
Melissa Timson, the ZBT 
unit director, did not know 
where Griffith was headed 
that evening. He worked at 
Good Display Inc., in 
Toledo, she said. 
Griffith, who was a 
member of the fraternity 
since his freshman year, 
was the vice-president of 
the chapter and involved in 
its reorganization a few 
years ago, Timson said. 
"He was very moti- 
vated," Timson said. "He 
was like a resource person 
—a source of information 
and a highly regarded 
member." 
Memorial services will 
be held at St. Thomas More 
Thursday at 4 p.m. The 
services are open to all. 
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SPEND A WEEK, NOT A FORTUNE 
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION 
AND SIGN UP 
Call Andy or Scott 
at 352-3013 
Between 12-11:00 p.m. 
7 days a week I 
Deadline February 27 
$50 Deposit required 
or lull payment 
Hurry! Seats are Going Fasti 
THE TANNING CENTER 
1 BG's 1st and Largest Tanning Salon TWO LOCATIONS Hair IMImlfW The W«.h Hour.. 143 W. VVooiW 348 N. Mom 353 338I 354-1559 Bowling CVoon, OH 
Serving BG since 1980 
10% DISCOUNT WITH SIGN-UP 
Fifth Third believes the people 
of Bowling Green know what 
they want. And what they want 
from a bank 
That's why, whether you're 
just starting out or well on your 
way. 
Starting a family. Buying a 
home. Financing new transpor- 
tation Or a business venture. 
Fifth Third bank offers you 
convenient individualized finan 
cial management With progres 
sive, people-oriented services. 
Services like One Account Plus, 
Execuline. MasterCard, Visa, 
Trust Services, CDs. Auto and 
1032 North Main St. • Bowling Green, Ohio 
354-1592 
Mortgage Loans and more 
We think they're the kind of 
return on an investment of trust 
- the people of Bowling Green 
expect and deserve 
FIFTH THIRD 8ASK 
Of  V*rm*fStfff\ OHH) 
Putting People First... 
The Tradition Continues 
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Award funds 
distributed to 
departments 
by Jared O. Wadley 
staff reporter 
Ohio Senate President Paul 
Gillmor and Ohio House Rep- 
Glllmor Gardner 
resentative Randall Gardner 
presented $489,000 for the 
Academic Challenge Award 
to five University depart- 
ments. 
Biological sciences,  com- 
6uter science, the College of 
lusical Arts psychology and 
Firelands College will receive 
various installments for the 
two-year program. 
The first installment, 
$489,000, was presented by 
Gillmor and Gardner at Fri- 
day's Board of Trustees 
meeting. 
University President Paul 
Olscamp said the Academic 
Challenge Award is "desig- 
ned to create 'centers of ex- 
cellence' on campuses by 
Eroviding additional support 
) strong academic programs 
identified by universities and 
colleges." 
Gillmor said the award is 
successful in Ohio because it 
makes education its top prior- 
ity. 
"Randy and I are working 
to keep the green in Bowling 
Green," Gilfinor said. 
Biological sciences, 
which received $367,000, will 
use the money for genetics 
and molecular biology to en- 
hance education and 
research. Microbiology, mo- 
lecular physiology, and 
several areas of organismic 
biology will benefit from the 
genetics enhancement. 
[: Computer science, speci- 
fically software engineering, 
will use its $235,000 to in- 
crease basic research facili- 
ties in the department. 
CTo intensify international- 
ly recognized offerings in 
contemporary music in the 
College of Musical Arts, the 
$227,000 received from the 
Academic Challenge Award 
will help expand services 
through publications, archi- 
val resources and workshops 
to name a few. 
D Psychology is receiving 
$170,000 for industrial and or- 
ganizational program's out- 
reach to business and in- 
dustry. 
c Firelands College will use 
the $100,000 for a computer- 
equipped laboratory and 
equipment for electronics 
technology program. 
LAY'S 
POTATO 
CHIPS 
ALL FLAVORS 
SAVE 40C 
STERLING 
EGG SALAD 
SANDWICHES 
99°M $139 8 OZ. PKG.   ' i ' ■ 
'  © 1988 STERLING MILK CO. 
STERLING 
STANDING TALL IN YOUR NEIGHBORHOOD 
U.S.D.A. STAMP COUPONS 
GLADLY ACCEPTED 
Students win national prizes 
by Laura Gorman 
reporter 
Seven of 10 University stu- 
dents who entered a national 
drawing are recipients of prizes. 
The Douglas Stewart Com- 
pany was the sponsor of the 
Electronics Festival at the Uni- 
versity and at other campuses 
which ran from Sept. 22-24 as a 
promotional campaign. 
Ten names were chosen out of 
290 entrants in a drawing at the 
University Bookstore to be sent 
to the national drawing. The 
contest was open to all Universi- 
ty students. 
The top prize in the national 
drawing, a Toyota Supra, was 
sponsored by Maxell. Three Su- 
zuki Quadrunner minibikes 
were also awarded, one to Derek 
Crane, a senior construction 
technology major at the Uni- 
versity. 
Four students were also win- 
ners of microwave ovens and 
two won pocket televisions. 
"I went to the bookstore to buy 
something and saw the adver- 
tisement for the contest," said 
Jill Halderman, freshman bio- 
logy major and winner of a 
microwave. 
Along with the 10 students 
chosen for the national drawing, 
the University Bookstore gave 
away six additional prizes which 
included a Toastmaster toaster, 
Panasonic television and a Jor- 
dache tote set. 
"The contest is exciting. It's 
not often that the bookstore is 
able to give things away," said 
BG News/Paul Vernon 
Derek Crane is one of only three students who won a quadrunner from the  Douglas Stewart Company in the 
College Store Festival Sweepstakes. 
Suann Miller, supply manager 
of the bookstore and campus co- 
ordinator of the project. "Last 
year there were much smaller 
prizes given out than this year." 
Twenty-nine colleges partici- 
pated in the national drawing, 
each sending in 10 student 
names. Over 50 prizes were 
awarded nationally. 
In addition to Crane, winner of 
the Suzuki Quadrunner, 
microwaves were awarded to 
Jill Halderman, freshman bio- 
logy major; Brenda Wagner, 
freshman nursing major; Tho- 
m a s Davis, senior 
finance/insurance major and 
Beverly Baker, graduate stu- 
dent in education administra- 
tion. 
Carpet  
O Continued from page 1. 
hall, but Kohl and Conklin East 
should be no problem," Perry 
said. 
He said this is a concrete ex- 
ample of how students can unify 
as a group and get results. 
Perry said he will contact stu- 
dents returning to the halls next 
year and the Founders Quad 
Council to teach them how to 
take care of the new carpeting. 
"If students come in and the 
carpet looks nice thev will take 
care of it," Perry said. 
USG  
D Continued from page 1. 
allocation of $233 for the pur- 
chase of photocopies of presi- 
dential candidates information 
sheets. 
The copies will be distributed 
throughout campus "in order to 
prepare the student body to vote 
in the mock election," said Jim 
Vanzant, national, state and 
community affairs co- 
coordinator. 
Trustees  
O Continued from page 1. 
concerning Faculty Senate and 
USG participating in the annual 
evaluation of the University 
president. 
"The Trustees welcome and 
encourage input from individu- 
als representing all University 
fte^> 
1 Wild life' 
Tuesday is Ladies' Night! 
* Featuring * Risky Business 
DOORS OPEN 
7:30 
SHOWTIME 
8:00 
ADMISSION 
$2.00 
MEN IN AT 9:30 - LADIES FREE 
Thursday - College I.D. Night 
* reduced admission with valid I.D. 
THE FUN PLACE TO BE! 
constituencies," Spengler said. 
"In the final analysis, however, 
the evaluation of the president is 
the responsibility of the 
Trustees and we fully accept 
that charge. 
Spengler added that the eval- 
uation "has been carried out 
without the blare of publicity 
which we believe would be asso- 
ciated with formal evaluations 
being made by various groups." 
Ashel Bryan, president of the 
Board of Directors of the Bowl- 
ing Green State University 
Foundation, said its Investment 
Policy Committee evaluated the 
investments in companies that 
do business in South Africa. 
"The divestment by American 
companies in South America 
harms the blacks and closes our 
window of opportunity to help 
blacks economically and educa- 
tionally," he said. 
Therefore, Bryan said, last 
spring the committee recom- 
mended the Board "not plan any 
new investments in companies 
doing business in South Africa, 
unless the company is judged to 
be working to eliminate laws 
and customs that follow a policy 
of non-discrimination." 
Don't miss the next issue of your favorite comic series! 
Join Young's Newsstand 
Comics Club Today 
-Lower Prices 
-Reserved Titles 
-Monthly Newsletters 
Why Go to Toledo When You Can Buy in Bowling Green 
YOUNG'S NEWSSTAND 
Dally: ~am-6pm 
178 S. MAIN BG.    353-2176 
Your One-Stop Newsstand! 
Sun: 7am-3pm 
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I # Hockey Fans—ANY Hockey game 
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I in-house TV 
WIN A FREE TRIP TO DAVTONA BEACH 
UPTOWN/DOWNTOWN 
AND 680 WFAL 
ARE GIVING AWAY 2 SPRING BREAK TRIPS 
(One trip given away at Uptown 
and one at Downtown) 
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 24 
Drawing held at Midnight - 
MUST BE PRESENT TO WIN! 
EVERYONE WHO ATTENDS IS AUTOMATICALLY ENTERED 
(19 years and older please) 
LOOK FOR LOTS OF OTHER GREAT PRIZES!!!! 
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Olympic team member 
has family ties at BGSU 
Exchange student's sister goes for the gold medal 
by Elizabeth Kimes 
staff reporter 
During the Olympics, ABC 
announcer Jim McKay brings a 
countless number of athletes 
into living rooms across Amer- 
ica. 
Yet Bernhard Sulzer, a grad- 
uate student in 
radio- 
television- 
film, does not 
have to wait 
four years to 
meet an 
Olympic   ath- 
lete   up close 
and personal. 
Sulzer grew Sulzer 
up with one in 
his home country of Austria — 
his sister, Cornelia, is compet- 
ing in Calgary with the Austrian 
cross-country ski team. 
She has already participated 
in the five-kilometer relay, and 
the five and 10-kilometer races. 
On Feb. 25, she will compete in 
the 20-kilometer event. 
"Cornelia placed 26th in the 
five-kilometer, which was 10 
places in front of the best Amer- 
ican," Sulzer said. "And she 
Elaced 20th in the 10-kilometer, 
eating out a West German." 
Sulzer has yet to hear of Cor- 
nelia's results from the five- 
kilometer relay race held Sun- 
day. 
Although Sulzer has not seen 
his sister since last August, he 
had the chance to talk toner last 
Thursday when she called from 
Calgary. 
"She was proud and happy 
about what she had achieved in 
Calgary," he said. "I think it's a 
very important point in her 
life." 
Sulzer had to forfeit his origi- 
nal plans to go to the western 
Canadian city to see his sister 
compete when expenses became 
too much. 
"I haven't even seen my sister 
on TV yet," he said. "But I'm 
sure my relatives will tape it 
from Austrian TV." 
According to Sulzer, his sister, 
who is 24, began competing on 
the amateur level about 10 years 
ago. 
This is the first Olympics Cor- 
nelia has participated in. 
"She trains and exercises as 
much as possible," Sulzer said. 
"She even skis in the summer, 
on skis with wheels on them." 
Because of her extensive 
training program, she had to 
forgo her job of teaching kinder- 
garten. 
"During the summer, she 
helps my parents with their res- 
taurant which gives her a 
chance for a different type of 
exercise," he said. 
Bernhard and Cornelia grew 
up in the small Austrian town of 
Admont, population 3,500, in the 
province of Styria. 
Like most of Austria, the area 
is surrounded by mountainous 
terrain, which explains the 
reason for the Austrian love of 
downhill skiing, Sulzer said. 
"Cross country skiing is not 
that popular in central Europe 
and the support for it is not as 
strong as it is in northern 
Europe," he said. "But Cornelia 
has the support of the Austrian 
team and has a strong chance to 
continue." 
Cornelia is returning to Aus- 
tria after the Olympics to com- 
pete in the Austrian champion- 
ship, as well as other events 
throughout Europe. 
Bernhard will also be going 
back to Austria, but not until he 
completes his graduate studies 
in August. Sulzer came here 
through the University's 
exchange program with Salz- 
burg University. 
Blotter. 
City. 
QCfiy police Investigated a 
large fight at the railroad 
tracks on Clough Street. Wlt- 
nesae* at the »cene told police 
about a large party at 500 S. 
Lehman Ave. involving ap- 
proximately 200 people. When 
Klice investigated, they 
md underage people drink- 
ing alcoholic beverages. The 
party was  broken  up  by 
DA male caller identifying 
himself as Dave told a woman 
that he was doing a survey for 
the University Fashion Mer- 
Deptartment and 
to ask about ny- 
. When the woman called 
the Fashion Merchandising 
department they said they 
were not conducting such a 
survey, according to police. 
aTtoothy A. Barr, 19325 
Long Road, was seen by 
police traveling southbound 
on North Main Street near 
day doing dangerous ma- 
neuvers. Police saw him 
rapidly accelerate causing 
the car to "fishtail" into other 
lanes. Police stopped him and 
discovered he was drunk and 
did not ha ve a license. QCity police charged Stefen 
R. Partlow, 310 W.Beed St.. 
with carrying a concealed 
weapon and aggravated 
menacing after he was seen 
with a gun in front of the 
Foodtown   supermarket   on 
North Main Street Saturday. 
DA woman residing on East 
Court Street phoned police to 
report a breaking and enter- 
ing in progress Saturday 
night. She said an unknown 
male knocked on her door and 
when she answered he forced 
his way into her residence. 
Others on the scene were able 
to apprehend the male. Police 
arrested James E. Jankow- 
skl, 18, of 103 Treadway Hall, 
for assault and criminal tre- 
nJeaery W. Crawford, of 
Lambertville, Mich., was 
cited by city police for dis- 
orderly conduct after he was 
seen urinating in City Park- 
ing Lot at 4 a jn. Sunday. 
DA Lima man told police 
someone entered bis 1976 
Jeep Saturday night through 
the passenger side canvas 
and stole an Alpine cassette 
deck valued at $350. 
Campus. 
Raffle lifts burden of tuition 
by Beth Church 
staff reporter 
More than $1,000 for instruc- 
tional fees, $600 for a room, $500 
for meals...the list goes on. 
Thanks to an Honors Student 
Association fundraiser, 
however, one student will be re- 
lieved of part of this burden. 
Beginning Feb. 29, tickets will 
go on sale for the sixth annual 
USA tuition raffle. The grand 
prize will be a $903 scholarship, 
which is the value of one 
semester's in-state instructional 
fee, according to Jonathan Ed- 
wards, chairman of the raffle. 
He said three $50 book schol- 
arships will be awarded, and 
any undergraduate or graduate 
student registered for at least 
one credit hour is eligible to en- 
ter the contest. 
Tickets also will be sold at lo- 
cations in the Math Science 
Building, Moseley Hall and also 
the University Foyer, at a cost 
of $1 each or six tickets for $5, 
Edwards said. 
He said HSA is hoping to have 
University President Paul Ols- 
camp draw the winning ticket on 
March 30 at 1:15 p.m. in the Uni- 
versity Union. All of the 
proceeds from the tuition raffle 
will go to the HSA J. Robert Ba- 
shore Scholarship, which will be 
awarded next fall, according to 
Susan Darrow, associate direc- 
tor of the Honors Program. 
In 1987, one scholarship of $700 
was awarded and $1,300 was di- 
vided among six other students. 
This year, Edwards said, HSA 
has set a goal to collect $5,000 for 
the scholarship fund. 
"Last year it was only $1,500, 
but we know we can do much 
better this year," Edwards said. 
The scholarship is named 
after Bob Bashore, a retired 
faculty member of the English 
department who was director of 
the Honors Program from 
1978-1981. 
Winners of the scholarship are 
selected by a committee made 
up of two students, two faculty 
members and Paul Haas, direc- 
tor of the Honors Program, Dar- 
row said. She said it is limited to 
honors students with a GPA of 
3.5 or above, who are interested 
in a liberal education. 
DA night guard in Anderson 
Hall (Harshman Quadrangle) 
stomped out some paper that 
was on fire beneath a bulletin 
board Saturday at 4:18 a.nx 
He then extinguished a fire at 
the east end of the hall with a 
fire extinguisher. 
DA complainant reported a 
stereo cassette player stolen 
from bis car parked in Lot 12 
sometime between midnight 
and 11:30 ajn. Friday. His 
vehicle was locked. The lock 
was damaged during the 
theft Value of the stereo and 
lock damage amounted to 
$225. 
DA backpack was stolen 
from the first floor of Jerome 
Library Thursday at 1:09 
p.m. when it was left un- 
attended. The bag contained 
a dictionary, gloves and three 
textbooks valued at $110. 
Program 
assists in 
decisions 
by Cathy Belfiore 
reporter 
The Academic Enhancement 
Center, in cooperation with the 
Counseling and Career Devel- 
opment Center, is co-sponsoring 
a "Major Decisions Program' 
tonight at 7 in the forum of the 
Student Services Building. This 
program is designed to aid stu- 
dents who are undecided about 
their major or unsure of their 
career choice. 
The program will consist of a 
panel of representatives from 
each college office, the Counsel- 
ing and Career Development 
Center, Cooperative Education, 
Academic Options and Student 
Employment. Each panel mem- 
ber will deliver a five-minute 
speech about his or her office. 
The remainder of the time will 
be used for questions. 
Although directed toward un- 
declared majors, the program is 
not limited to these people. 
"Our goal is to get information 
out to undecided students and let 
them know what the other col- 
leges are and the services they 
offer as aid," said Martha Scully 
of the Academic Enhancement 
Center. "We want to help stu- 
dents make a quality choice 
based on what they want out of a 
career and enjoy doing or are 
successful at." 
Scully and Janet Harrington 
of the Counseling and Career 
Development Center are direct- 
ing the event. A pilot program 
was held last year to measure 
response to the program but was 
dealt with on a much smaller 
scale. 
Support the 
March of Dimes 
BIRTH DEFECTS FOUNDATION 
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PHI KAPPA TAU PROUDLY ANNOUNCES 
THEIR 1988 SPRING PLEDGE CLASS. 
PLEDGE EDUCATORS: BOB RIOS 
RON BRANOM 
CANDIDATES 
DEAN DETMER JIM SCOTT 
D.J. FALCOSKI 
GEORGE SPICER 
DAVE HOLDSWORTH 
DAVE KING 
MIKE MORRISON 
BRET FRIES 
JEFFDEWITTE 
JEFF BELL 
FORREST WHITE 
JIM EDRBAR 
RON MISTRETTA 
$KT 
AT AT AT AT AT AT AT AT AT AT AT AT AT 
Ifi/ecarftkeepthe/ic/aTthts; 
Gtwinum longer/I 
Delta Gamma's 
New Initiates 
Julie Aten 
Beth Baker 
June Breen 
Stephanie Brodbeck 
Ann Brogan 
Kelly Carroll 
Kim Dale 
Tess DePaoli 
Betsy Drake 
Cathie Gorsline 
Kelly Hoag 
Amy Knapik 
Pam Leddy 
Jan Lukemeyer 
Alexa McGrady 
Jill Mundorff 
Laurie Nagel 
Janean Ohradzansky 
Lisa Phillip 
Ann Preston 
Julie Sargent 
Outstanding Pledge-Tata Westerfield 
Christy Sellers 
Kim Svete 
Amy Thackeray 
Sharon Tovtin 
Sheri Troeber 
Gina Weisgarber 
Tara Westerfield 
Laurel White 
Chris Will 
Lori Winston 
Congratulations Girls! 
Ar AT Ar NT •*u. 
AT     AT    AT    AT    AT 
PANHELLENIC COUNCIL 
Cheryl Beavn Adele Kopacz 
Shelly Benson Y Debra Krenik Connie Blankschaen Gabby Blazina 
Mary Bricher 
Lisa McEwen 
Lynn Miller 
Chris Mobberley >TN 11 vlK                 *ltr \\s3\ 
Shelly Burrows T^m7/Qp\ Kim Moore 
Denise Byerty I^MJttVMA 1 iaf//k   iCrJ Lisa Morris 
Erin Curran lui^/iwijriu.} Wendy Musser 
Joanna Danko P^w Beth Palumbo Jodi Dixon \3eftC N0XC7 Lisa Pattison 
Kelly Ann Drake 
^m&? Charlotte Paul Maureen Evans Janet Rowden 
Kim Famstrom Joanie Seeger 
Kim Forte 
Kim Goldsberry Congratulations 
Pam Sherman 
Sherie Spaulding 
Kelly Gray to Leslie Steinhaus 
Allison Haley PANHELLETaC COUNCIL Toni Taylor 
Tina Hapner 
Diane Heckle RUSH COUNSELORS 
Sandy Urbanic 
Laura Vlland 
Michelle Hrusovsky for Debbie Walsh 
Cherie Janello Fall 1988 Caryn Wilkinson JodiJirik 
Shelly Kaufhold 
Gina Willis 
KimWillitts 
Lynn Woertz 
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Redken 
salon perms. 
For curls so 
natural you 
could lie. 
From daybreak to day's end. the 80s woman is on the 
move. Her life is busy, hectic, hi-tech. She looks her 
best because she wants to...because she has to. 
Redken permanent waves were created with the 80s 
woman in mind. Add the creative expertise of our 
stylists and you'll have the look that's suited to your 
needs and lifestyle. Redken salon perms...because 
we know more about hair. 
The Arrangement 
Hair, Skin, and Nail Designers 
Offers you SAVINGS on these services 
WHEN YOU BRING IN THIS AD. 
Permanent Waves 
Manicures 
Pedicures 
Facials 
Make-up Demo 
Make-up Application 
Permanent Hair Color 
Six Week Hair Color 
Frosting or Highlighting 
Cellophanes 
Luminize 
Eyelash Tinting 
Eyebrow Tinting 
Hair Waxing- 
Eyebrow, Lip, Sides of 
Face 
Sculptured Nails Set 
Sculptured Nails Fill-ins 
$9.00 Savings! 
3.00 Savings! 
6.00 Savings! 
6.00 Savings! 
7.00 Savings! 
3.00 Savings! 
5.00 Savings! 
5.00 Savings! 
9.00 Savings! 
6.00 Savings! 
3.60 Savings! 
2.00 Savings! 
3.00 Savings! 
1.60 Savings! 
8.00 Savings! 
4.00 Savings! 
The above savings good 
only with these stylists: 
Nettie, Shelley, Darcy 
Chris, Vicki, Kelley 
181(B) S. Main St.-Downtown 
352-4101 352-4143 
- OFFER EXPIRES 3-3-88 • 
REDKEN 
Dorm rooms consolidated 
Housing program ensures fairness, prevents deterioration 
by Jeff Baldorf 
staff reporter 
Students who are living in a 
double-occupancy room, But do 
not have a roommate, will be 
part of a consolidation process 
enacted by the University's 
Housing Office. 
Richard Hughes, assistant di- 
rector of University housing, 
said students in this situation 
are given forms to fill out as part 
of the housing office's consolida- 
tion program. The program be- 
gan two weeks after halls were 
open for spring semester and 
will run through March 4. 
Hughes said the consolidation 
program was put into effect for 
the fairness of the students and 
to keep some rooms vacant for a 
"They've paid for a double, not a single 
occupancy... We really try to work with 
the students the best we can." 
-Richard Hughes, assistant director of 
University housing 
semester. He said some rooms 
are left unused for a semester to 
keep them from wear and tear. 
He said that if the program 
was not put into effect, students 
who no longer had a roommate 
and had paid for a double occu- 
pancy would actually be getting 
a single room at a double-room 
rate. According to Hughes, this 
would not be fair to students who 
have roommates. 
"They've paid for a double, 
not a single occupancy," Hughes 
said. 
Students who choose to pay 
the single room rate are getting 
"more for their money,'" 
Hughes said, because they are 
paying for extra space in a 
double occupancy room. 
The additional cost of a single 
room is $181, but the cost de- 
creases as the semester pro- 
gresses and once a student has 
paid the single-room rate, no one 
moves into that room, he said. 
Besides paying the single- 
room rate, students have other 
options such as choosing 
someone to move into their 
room, having themselves moved 
to another room, or having the 
unit supervisor choose a room- 
mate for them. 
"We really try to work with 
the students the best we can," 
Hughes said. 
The Housing Office works 
through hall directors who ad- 
vise it of students who no longer 
have roommates. Forms are 
then sent to these students to in- 
form them of their options, 
Hughes said there are more va- 
cancies in the spring than any 
other time of the year. 
Pounding pulse 
Brenl Ryman. a fourth grader at South Main Elementary, tries to find 
his pulse as Kyle Hockman. junior physical education major, instructs 
him. The two were participating in a health fair in the Lenhart Grand 
BG News/Rob Upton 
Ballroom yesterday. University education majors in Health Education 
346 and 348 classes got hands-on experience teaching health and 
safety information to area elementary students. Hockman helped stu- 
dents understand how the heart reacts to exercise. 
One Price! 
Buy a pair of regular prescription eyeglasses and a pair of 
prescription sunglasses all at one low pncel Choose from our 
wide variety of selected plastic frames with glass or scratch coated 
plastic lenses, round or flat top 25mm bifocals or tinted lenses. 
Oversize, high power, photochromattc and specialty bifocals 
and trifocals are priced slightly higher. Please note that eye 
examinations are priced separately and insurance programs cover 
only one pair of glasses. 
Single Vision Bifocals $7988     $ H988 
For Both Pairs For Both Pairs 
One day service for most prescriptions with 
experienced Opticians at your service. 
You must be completey satisfied or we will return your money. 
•Burlington Optical 
955 S. Reynolds       3153 W. Syivania     StodlMSa 
382-2020 472-1113 352-2533 
Steve! 
LITE MEAL DEAL JUST $3.99 
(With Coupon) 
Make 
Your 
Own Salad 
Large 
Diet 
Soft Drink 
Single 
Item 
Mix-In 
00 ■Save$2 
| LITE MEAL DEAL JUST $3.99 
I Main & Wooster ^^~f".fV« t.f"fcl<C     I 353-0789      OllCVtfS  I 
B Trmnfkr <utn»t be used with other diwounl* sales U> not included. Ofte t good ihmu«h Feb. 29.196ft.       ■ 
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News Briefs 
Rain hampers rescuer's 
efforts to save victims 
RIO DE JANEIRO, Brazil 
(AP) — Rescuers struggled 
in the rain early yesterday to 
find survivors in the rubble of 
a collapsed apartment build- 
ing in Rio, where three days 
of mudslides and flash floods 
have killed at least 80 people. 
Mayor Roberto Saturnino 
Braga said the mud, water 
and debris made the city look 
like "a giant stepped 
through" the area. 
Officials said the flooding, 
the worst in the city's history, 
had rendered homeless at 
least 11,000 of Rio's 5.6 million 
residents, washing ram- 
shackle homes down steep 
slopes and turning streets 
into raging torrents. 
Throughout the city, army 
trucks and volunteers helped 
transport evacuated dwellers 
of precarious hillside shanty- 
towns to temporary shelters 
in schools, churches and pub- 
lic buildings. 
Citizens throughout the 
nation, prompted by all-night 
appeals on three commercial 
TV networks, donated truck- 
loads of medicine, food, cloth- 
ing and building supplies to 
the victims. 
Using sledgehammers and 
chain saws, drenched fire- 
fighters worked frantically 
early Monday to pull people 
out of the concrete remains of 
a three-story, six-apartment 
building in the Abolicao dis- 
trict. 
U.S. firm gets Soviet 
help for space project 
WASHINGTON (AP) - A 
U.S. aerospace consulting 
firm has signed a multiyear 
agreement to put commercial 
scientific projects aboard the 
Soviet space station in the 
first private American deal 
with the Soviet space agency. 
Payload Systems Inc. of 
Wellesley, Mass., in an enter- 
prise approved by the Com- 
merce Department, will grow 
protein crystals for U.S. in- 
dustry with the help of a So- 
viet cosmonaut who will be 
given only minimal informa- 
tion about the projects, said 
Anthony Arrott, company 
research and development 
director. 
Payload Systems received 
a two-year government li- 
cense to contract with the So- 
viets for protein crystalliza- 
tion production experiments 
aboard the Soviet space 
station Mir, which is already 
in orbit, Arrott said in a tele- 
phone interview Sunday. 
"It's a multiflight, mul- 
tiyear agreement beginning 
in 1989," he said, adding that 
part of the agreement in- 
cludes non-disclosure of the 
amount to be paid to the So- 
viets who reportedly have 
offered to carry Western ex- 
periments for between $10,000 
and $15,000 a kilogram. 
Arrott said the agreement 
was signed with the Soviet 
Union's agency for interna- 
tional trade agreements, Li- 
censintorg. The civilian space 
agency, Glavkosmos, over- 
sees the space station. 
Law scholar savors his 
soap theft of a lifetime 
CHERRY HILL, N.J. (AP) 
— Nothing sends Albert Paul 
Blaustein into a lather like be- 
ing called odd just because he 
has 1,400 bars of soap in his 
basement. 
That's 1,400 catalogued 
bars from every hotel the 
66-year-old constitutional law 
scholar has visited in the past 
47 years. 
"I'm not eccentric," 
Blaustein said with good 
humor in a recent interview. 
"I'd rather be remembered 
as a nice guy who did good 
things for the world." 
Over the years, Blaustein 
has helped write the constitu- 
tions of a half-dozen coun- 
tries, including Peru and 
South Vietnam; written an 
18-volume international his- 
tory of  constitutional  law; 
and developed a new supreme 
court for South Vietnam. 
He also teaches human and 
civil rights at Rutgers Uni- 
versity School of Law at 
Camden, lectures on behalf of 
the U.S. government around 
the world and serves on occa- 
sion as an administrative law judge for federal agencies. 
But when it comes to 
Blaustein's own history, he 
cites a non-legal type of bar. 
"My soap collection is the 
story of my life. It's my auto- 
biography," he said as he 
opened the 10 briefcases that 
contain hundreds of per- 
fumed, pastel treasures. 
He began collecting hotel 
soap bars at Chicago's Hotel 
Sherman on June 25,1942. He 
was a 19-year-old newspaper 
reporter preparing to enter 
the Army. 
Swaggart admits to 'sin' 
ALEXANDRIA, La. (AP) — Television evangelist Jimmy Swag- 
gart was summoned to appear before elders of the Assemblies of 
God on Monday, one day after he delivered a tearful confession of sin 
and stepped down from the pulpit. 
"I think he is a man of integrity. I think he made a mistake. I don't 
think it's a fatal mistake," said Cecil Janway, district superinten- 
dent of the 2 million-member Assemblies of God, late Sunday. 
The evangelist flew from his headquarters in Baton Rouge to 
Alexandria where he was expected to meet with the district presby- 
tery. Janway said the group would report its findings privately to the 
general council of the country's largest Pentecostal denomination, 
in Springfield, Mo. 
Police kept reporters away from Swaggart at the Baton Rouge and 
Alexandria airports. Swaggart had no comment after landing and 
AIDS combated 
Clean needles distributed 
LONDON (AP) - With drug 
abuse blamed for 20 percent of 
AIDS cases in Western Europe, 
several countries are exploring 
ways to get clean needles to ad- 
dicts to slow the spread of the 
disease. 
The goal is to help addicts stop 
sharing needles and cut their 
risk of passing AIDS to each 
other and to the general popula- 
tion. The World Health Organi- 
zation is encouraging national 
campaigns to reduce needle- 
sharing as part of its global 
strategy to combat AIDS. 
In Copenhagen, Denmark, for 
example, addicts — or anyone 
else — can now pick up free syr- 
inges and needles at drugstores. 
After closing hours, they can 
buy a syringe and two needles 
for the equivalent of 80 cents 
from sidewalk dispensing 
machines. 
Although male homosexuals 
have been most at risk from 
AIDS, drug abusers now account 
for 20 percent of cases reported 
to the World Health Organiza- 
tion in Geneva from Western 
Europe and 25 percent from the 
United States. 
Dr. Manuel Carballo, chief of 
social and behavioral research 
for the organization's Global 
Program on AIDS, said in an 
interview that there is also evi- 
dence that drug-taking by injec- 
tion is increasing. 
Carballo said evidence from 
the Netherlands and Britain in- 
dicates that exchange programs 
can reduce needle-sharing, al- 
though there is no evidence yet 
of a reduction in AIDS infection. 
The Dutch program began in 
1984 and is by far the most ex- 
tensive in the world. It is 
centered in Amsterdam, the 
capital, which is a haven for 
drug abusers, with an estimated 
7,000 addicts. 
The British program began 
last April as a one-year experi- 
ment, with the establishment of 
15 needle-exchange clinics in 
England and Scotland. Results 
have been uneven. 
But a program set up in Dun- 
dee, Scotland, collapsed after 
six weeks in what was described 
as an atmosphere of acrimony 
between health workers and 
their clients. One addict, in a fit 
of anger, reportedly sprayed 
blood from a syringe on a work- 
er. 
You choose the Sub - We'll fill the Mug 
PogliQ n special, George's special, 
Taco Sub, German Delight, Vegetarian, Monty, 
Hawaiian Punch, Chef's Delight, Regular, or 
Roast Beef 
+ 1 Mug 
To your door or in the store 
ifogliors 
^       Pi»7« 
945 South Main 
FREE DELIVERY DAILY 
From 11AM 
352-7571 
Filled 16 oz. collector's 
MUG 
for only $3.50 
with this coupon 
left the airport aboard a van. Staffers at the church's district offices 
refused to say anything about the meeting. 
Swaggart did not describe his misconduct Sunday in his confes- 
sion, which drew gasps and tears from his congregation. 
The Washington Post reported Monday, quoting a source who 
spoke to a Jimmy Swaggart World Ministries board member, that 
Swaggart said he did not engage in sexual intercourse with the 
woman but "paid her to perform pornographic acts." 
The evangelist had confessed to a fascination with pornography 
stemming from his boyhood, the source said. 
Cal Thomas, a columnist who once worked for the Rev. Jerry Fal- 
well and has written about the evangelical movement, said the same 
thine Friday on ABC-TV's "Nightline." 
"He confessed to specific incidents of moral failure," Forest H. 
Hall, secretary-treasurer of the Assemblies' Louisiana District, told 
Swaggart's congregation. "In the opinion of the officers of the Lou- 
isiana District, he has shown true humility and repentance and has 
not tried to blame anyone else for his failure.'' 
The Rev. William Bibb, pastor of the First Assembly of God 
Church in Baton Rouge, said the denomination's rehabilitation 
process usually calls for a minister to refrain from all preaching for 
a year, while answering to a fellow pastor. 
The disciplined minister may begin limited preaching while still 
under supervision in the second year and can be restored to full pas- 
toral responsibilities in the third year, Bibb said. 
Eleven months ago, Swaggart scathingly denounced fellow As- 
semblies of God evangelist Jim Bakker for committing adultery, 
comparing him to a cancer that had to be excised. 
Swaggart had worked last summer to develop an ethics code for 
broadcast ministries to stem a drop-off in donations caused by the 
sex and money scandal at the PTL ministry under Bakker's reign. 
With tears streaming down his face, Swaggart said Sunday he was 
stepping down from the pulpit "for an undetermined, indeterminate 
period of time. We will leave that in the hands of the Lord." 
r+B  r*B  r*B  r+B  r*B  r+B_r*B  r*B   r+B 
The Sisters of 
Gamma Phi Beta 
Proudly Announce 
Their New Officers 
EXECUTIVE OFFICERS 
President 
Vice President 
Recording Secretary 
Treasurer 
P.A.C.E. 
Scholarship 
Pledge Educator 
Membership Chairman 
Social Chairman 
Activities 
House Chairmen 
Senior Panhel 
Standards Board Chairman 
Kelley Danneman 
Amy McCament 
Kristine Studer 
Lisa Morris 
Joanna Sweebe 
Debbie Dargo 
Krista Spanninger 
Sherri Bielanski 
Gina Willis 
laurie Fox 
Christy Luneke 
Beth Estridge 
Lori Tunstall 
33 
03 
33 
33 
JUNIOR EXECUTIVE OFFICERS 
Corresponding Secretary 
Rituals 
Asst. Pledge 
Asst. Membership 
Asst. Treasurer 
Asst. P.A.C.E. 
Asst. Scholarship 
Asst. Social 
Asst. Activities 
Asst. Rituals 
Junior Panhel 
Parlimentarian 
Alumnae Relations 
Community Services 
Public Relations 
Fund Raising 
Signs and Songs 
Philanthropy 
Historian 
Stacie Palek 
Heather Chase 
Mary Ellen Wetzler 
Linda Elegante 
Corrine Long 
Jennifer Leedy 
Michelle Andrews 
Beth Prevish 
Kim Kline 
Jodie Errett 
Suzy VanBuren 
Elizabeth Jaeger 
Shannon Dorf 
Christie Rosemeyer 
Jennifer Kuhn 
Heather Hiland 
Shelly Workman 
Kim Farnstrom 
Karyn Wright 
Congratulations 
We would also like to extend our thanks 
and appreciation to our past officers for 
doing such an outstnading job!! 
33 
33 
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Arms treaty to be written 
Soviets withdraw missies, military forces as a 'goodwill' sign 
MOSCOW (AP) — The United States and 
Soviet Union told their negotiators Monday 
to draft anti-cheating and other key prov- 
isions of a new arms agreement within a 
month so the treaty can be signed this 
spring. 
Defense Minister Dmitri T. Yazov said the 
Soviets would begin withdrawing shorter- 
range SS-12 missiles from East Germany 
and Czechoslovakia late this month as a dis- 
play of goodwill. The missiles must be elim- 
inated under the intermediate-range arms 
pact signed in December. 
Secretary of State George P. Shultz re- 
ported progress on human rights and emi- 
5ration, and professed not "the slightest 
oubt" that Soviet leader Mikhail S. Gorba- 
chev would make good on his pledge to pull 
Soviet military forces out of Afghanistan. 
A joint statement said progress was made 
toward banning chemical weapons and veri- 
fying nuclear test limits set by unratified 
1974 and 1976 treaties. A report by the offi- 
cial news agency Tass. however, quoted 
Gorbachev as telling Shultz the U.S. stand on 
a chemical weapons ban "hampers the 
working out of an international convention." 
Addressing a news conference about arms 
negotiations, Shultz said it was "extremely 
important" to accelerate work in Geneva if 
President Reagan and Gorbachev are to 
sign the treaty at their fourth summit, 
planned for May or June in Moscow. 
He spoke after two days of talks with Gor- 
bachev and Foreign Minister Eduard A. 
Shevardnadze. Shultz said anti-cheating 
measures especially were "an extremely 
important thing to get nailed down" in a pact 
on strategic, or long-range, nuclear 
weapons. 
Both men said their Geneva negotiators 
were instructed to work out the key elements 
in time for their next meeting, March 22-23 
in Washington. 
Shultz said U.S. and Soviet negotiators 
were ordered to prepare three documents 
dealing with: 
Inspection of the projected 30 to SO per- 
cent reduction in overall numbers of long- 
range bombers, missiles and nuclear-armed 
submarines. 
i :How the banned weapons can be elim- 
inated or converted into other nuclear arms 
that would remain legal. 
u Agreement, in a memorandum of under- 
standing, to exchange information about 
strategic weapons as another way to prevent 
cheating. 
According to the secretary, negotiators 
will try to resolve "some misunderstand- 
ings" about the U.S. program to develop a 
defense system in space. The Soviets con- 
tend some tests contemplated in the "Star 
Wars" program would violate the 1972 anti- 
ballistic missile treaty. 
Governors warned by Reagan 
President against costly federal funding support 
WASHINGTON (AP) - 
President Reagan cautioned the 
nation's governors Monday 
against pressing for costly fed- 
eral solutions to the problems of 
welfare and child care. 
His remarks to the National 
Governors' Association were 
labeled a disappointment by 
Massachusetts Gov. Michael 
Dukakis, a Democratic presi- 
dential hopeful, who said Rea- 
gan should be backing the gov- 
ernors' bipartisan welfare re- 
form bill in the Senate. 
Reagan instead said he still 
strongly supported a less costly 
Republican alternative that the 
House rejected two months ago. 
He also cautioned the gov- 
ernors to go slow on child care, 
where both Democrats and Re- 
publicans in Congress are pro- 
posing to expand federal support 
and subsidies for working par- 
ents. 
"Maybe it's my conservative 
bent, but I can't help but feel 
uneasy sometimes," he told the 
governors gathered in the East 
Room of the White House. 
Welfare programs have be- 
come "a crippling poverty trap. 
... They keep the poor poor," 
Reagan said. "Now, much of the 
push for child care is designed to 
rectify the ills of earlier pro- 
grams, and many of these 
efforts are timely and good. But 
in this area, more than any 
other, government should tread 
carefully." 
Reagan said the alternative 
bill sponsored by House Minor- 
ity Leader Robert Michel, R-Ill., 
would also give states freedom 
to "develop your own ideas on 
child care.' 
Afterward, Dukakis told re- 
porters that he was very dis- 
appointed. 
"Just one word from the 
president, I think, would get this 
bill passed and done before the 
election and get it off the table 
as a partisan issue and get go- 
ing," Dukakis said. 
"He keeps telling us stories 
about California, and we're try- 
ing to explain to him that the 
vast majority of people on wel- 
fare these days are single moth- 
ers with young children, and it's 
a combination of real training 
for real jobs, combined with day 
care, that makes a difference, 
Dukakis said. 
The governors are pushing 
Sen. Daniel Patrick Moynihan's 
bill, which would toughen enfor- 
cement of child support, help 
states pay for job training and 
make participation mandatory 
for most unemployed adults. 
Youth waits 
Life hangs in balance 
as insurance is debated 
CLEVELAND (AP) - With 
time running out for 11-year- 
old Jamie Lacina, a judge 
promised Monday to rule as 
quickly as possible on an in- 
surance lawsuit that could de- 
termine whether the Geneva 
boy lives or dies. 
Doctors say the Lacina 
youth, who has leukemia, 
needs to have a bone marrow 
transplant by March 15 to 
survive more than a few 
months. But the Seattle hospi- 
tal that is supposed to treat 
the boy requires patients to 
have insurance coverage or 
$100,000 before it will perform 
the procedure, according to 
Jim Lacina, the boy's father. 
The boy has had chemoth- 
erapy but has suffered three 
relapses in the past six years, 
his father has said. 
Standing in the way of the 
bone marrow transplant is a 
lawsuit Lacina filed in 1986 
claiming that Nationwide 
Life Insurance Co. of Colum- 
bus terminated Lacina's 
health insurance policy with- 
out notifying him. Lacina 
worked as an agent for 
Nationwide for nine years be- 
fore losing his job in 1983 be- 
cause of company cutbacks. 
He paid to continue his policy 
after he lost his job, attorneys 
for both sides agree. 
Because the boy's life sud- 
denly depends on the lawsuit, 
Cuyahoga County Common 
Pleas Judge Carl J. Charac- 
ter said he probably would 
decide by late Tuesday on 
Lacina's motion that the case 
need not go to trial because 
Lacina did not receive a copy 
of his policy, a notice that his 
premium was due, or a ter- 
mination notice in late 1983. 
If Character rules against 
Lacina, the case tentatively is 
scheduled to go to trial Mon- 
day. 
In the meantime, Lacina is 
applying for Medicaid in an 
attempt to pay for his son's 
bone marrow transplant, said 
Lacina's attorney, Gerald 
Jeppe. A fund for the boy has 
been established at Bank 
One, he said. 
Court approves 'godless' textbooks 
WASHINGTON (AP) - The Supreme 
Court dealt a blow to religious fundamenta- 
lists Monday when it killed a challenge to the 
required use of "godless" textbooks in Ten- 
nessee public schools. 
Ending one of the most widely publicized 
freedom-of-religion cases in recent years, 
the justices, without a recorded dissenting 
vote, rejected an appeal by seven families. 
Beverly LaHaye, president of Concerned 
Women for America, a conservative group 
that aided the families' legal battle, said fol- 
lowing Monday's ruling, "a dark cloud of re- 
ligious oppression looms over America's 
schoolhouses today." 
"Religious tolerance in our nation's class- 
rooms has been dealt a devastating blow," 
LaHaye said. 
Mike Farris a lawyer for Concerned 
Women, called on born-again Christian fa- 
milies in the school district involved to re- 
move their children from public schools. 
"I hope...there is a mass exodus from the 
Sublic school system tomorrow, or at least 
y next fall," Farris said. 
But Tennessee Attorney General W. J. Mi- 
chael Cody praised the court action, saying, 
"Any alternative disposition would have 
been the cause of chaos in the school 
system." 
At full strength for the first time in eight 
months as Justice Anthony M. Kennedy took 
his place at the bench, the court also: 
D Agreed to decide whether local 
governments   may   impose   affirmative- 
action programs requiring minority partici- 
pation in public works projects. 
The justices will study an invalidated 
Richmond, Va., program under which prime 
contractors on any city building contract 
were required to set aside at least 30 percent 
of the project's subcontracts for firms at 
least one-half owned by minorities. □ Rejected a related appeal by Marine Lt. 
Col. Oliver L. North, his latest attempt to 
block a special prosecutor's investigation 
into his role in the Iran-Contra arms and 
money affair. 
GRefused to let a Fort Worth, Texas, hos- 
pital withhold the names of its blood donors 
from a woman who says her baby daughter 
contracted AIDS after receiving trans- 
fusions. 
Summer/Fall Apartments 
Available 
211 S. College 2 BR gaoge opt - ovotoDte immed 
517 E. Reed 2 BR furnished - summer only 
521E. Merry 2 BP furnished - summer only 
720 Second 1 BR furnished - summer only 
706 Second 1 yr. lease May to May 
Unit A - 2 BR furnished 
Unit C - Furnished Efficiency 
707-711 Third 
715-719 Third 1 BR unfurnished or furnished 
723-727 Third - summer & fall 
402 High St. 2 BR unfurnished - summer only 
120 Stole St. 1 BR unfurnished -1 yr lease - Moy to 
May 
449-455 S. Enterprise 1 BR furn./unfurn. - summer & fall 
649 Sixth 2 BR furnished - summer/fall 
831 Seventh 2 BP furnished - summer/fall 
•39 Seventh 1 BR unfurnished - summer/fail 
854 Eighth 1 BR unfurnished - summer/fall 
Forest Apartments 2 BR furnished/unfurnished 
•S53 Napoleon grod student housing 
•751 High summer & fall 
•849 Napoleon 
-•51 Napoleon 
236 Troupe 2 BR House -1 Yr Lease 
John Newlove Real Estate 
319 E. Wooster 
354-2260    or   352-6553 
MINORITY CAREER SEARCH EXPERIENCE 
Monday, February 29, 1988 
Community Suite, University Union 
3:30-7:00 p.m. 
6:00 Networking and Hors d'oevres 
Keynote Address: Finding a Job and Keeping It 
GO. Herbert Moorehead, Jr. 
Branch Manager, A.T.&T. 
Bowling Green State University Trustee 
Career Insights, Co-Op and Internship Opportuni- 
ties and Job Search Advice will be offered by pro- 
fessionals In the following exciting fields: 
e Social Services 
e Communications 
• Marketing A Retailing 
• Accounting and Finance 
e Small Business Ownership 
• Administrative, Governmental A Personnel 
e Computer Science A Mgmt. Info. Systems 
The following organization* will be represented. Truslcorp. Inc.. Xerox Cor- 
poration. Society Corporation. J.C. Penney Co., Inc.. Anderson Commercial 
Printers, T.O.'s Campus Corner, Travel Agents International, W.V.O.I. Radio, 
the Ohio Department ol Administrative Services, Johnson S Johnson, Owens 
Corning Fiberglas, Ohio Citizens Bonk. Wood County Department of Human 
Services and The Rood. 
For more Information Contact 
Charleyne-Kemp Queener      Minority Programs S Activities 
Tommy Moore Minority Business Student Association 
or Call 354-6609 
VCTO e VCTO • VCTO • VCTO • VCTO • VCTO • VCTO • 
o 
o 
Win a new 
Zenith VCR! 
(from Frank Sales, Inc.,) 
Buy a $1.00 
Raffle Ticket 
from 
Visual Communications 
Technology Organization 
-Tickets available in 
University Hall, Feb 23-25 
-Use your ticket to get 
$1 OFF any Pisanello's pizza. 
FRANK   SALES,    INC.  pt^P0"0'5 
o 
VCTO 0 VCTO • VCTO • VCTO • VCTO • VCTO • VCTO • 
CAFE 
GRAND OPENING! 
The Thursday Evening Alternative 
February 25, from 9:00 pm-Midnight 
located in Founders East Dining Room 
Food, Fun, Music, Dancing and 
Non-Alcoholic Refreshments 
Door. Prizes will be given away 
CMS! 
Be a Big Winner! 
Look for the 
Spring Savings Edition 
 of 
THE BG NEWS 
Full of great bargains, coupons, & 
money saving offers from local retailers 
MONDAY, FEBRUARY 29, 1988 
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leers clinch home-ice with wins 
4th-ranked BG 
corrals Broncos 
by Al Franco 
sports reporter 
Bowling Green's Don  Barber beats Western Michigan goaltender Bill 
Horn with a shot between his legs in Saturday's game at the Ice Arena. 
Photo courtesy The Key/ Brad Phalin 
Barber and the Falcons went on to beat the Broncos. 7-5. giving them a 
weekend sweep and a home-ice berth in the CCHA playoffs in two weeks. 
In the two-game series against Western Michigan, Bowling Green 
played four periods of superior hockey before it showed its human 
side, but, inspired by the heady play of senior Brent Regan, the club 
regained its composure defeating WMU, 8-7 Saturday. 
Add a 11-2 thumping Friday, and the reward for the Falcons was a 
clinch of home-ice advantage for the opening round of the Central 
Collegiate Hockey Association playoffs. 
"(Home ice) was the primary goal we had," head coach Jerry 
York said. "We wanted to achieve it by playing good solid hockey, 
and I think we have done it in the way we wanted to." 
With the sweep, the Falcons gained sole possession of second place 
in the CCHA as Michigan State lost twice to Lake Superior.  
"(Home ice) was the primary goal we had. 
We wanted to achieve it by playing good 
solid hockey, and I think we have done it 
in the way we wanted to." 
-Jerry York 
BG also coasted further into the national limelight being ranked 
fourth in the NCAA College Hockey Poll. BG is now 15-2-1 in the last 
18 games tying them with league rival Lake Superior as the hottest 
team in the nation over that stretch. 
After the first period of Saturday's game, it seemed like the clinch 
was in the bag as the Falcon's outscored the Bronco's 4-1. 
Senior Don Barber scored a "hat-trick" in the opening stanza, 
while Scott Paluch added a single. Three of the goals were of the 
power play variety. BG added to its league-leading power play, go- 
ing six for 11 on the weekend. 
In the second period, the play broke from the control-type game 
the Falcons are accustomed to, and the Broncos took control of the 
momentum. WMU outscored BG 3-2 in the period to cut the Falcon 
lead to 6-4. 
WMU's Ron Hoover scored twice in the second, while Paul Polillo 
added a tally. Rob Blake and Nelson Emerson answered for the Fal- 
cons. 
D See Clinch, page 11. 
Paluch Player-of-Week 
BG defenseman Scott Paluch was named the Central Colle- 
giate Hockey Association's "Player of the Week" following his 
performance against Western Michigan last week in the Ice 
Arena. 
Paluch rewrote the BG record books, scoring four goals and 
four assists for a total of eight points. The senior became the 
all-time leading defensive player in BG history, and 14th on the 
team's overall scoring list. 
The eight points and four goals both tie record's for most 
points and goals by a defenseman in a series dating back to 
1975 when John Mavity posted the same totals against Lake 
Forest. 
Paluch also has a career-high nine-game scoring streak, 
posting five goals and 12 assists for 17 points in that span. 
Barber catalyst to turnaround 
by Al Franco 
sports reporter 
When Don Barber split the defense and 
poked the puck under Western Michigan 
goalie Bill Horn Saturday, the crowd rose to 
their feet, some tossing hats on the ice signi- 
fying Barber's three-goal "hat-trick." 
But this reception hasn't always been the 
case for the senior winger from Victoria, 
B.C. In short, Barber's season mirrors the 
Bowling Green hockey team's journey from 
the depths of frustration to its climb to sec- 
ond place. 
Frustration? Barber, 
who led the Falcons with 
29 goals the year before, 
had not scored a goal in his 
first eight games. With 
5:36 remaining in over- 
time against Miami on 
Oct. 31, Barber went down 
with a knee injury, diag- 
nosed as a torn cartilge. 
It   was   a   double- a"bKI 
whammy — like getting beat up in front of 
your girlfriend and having the assailant step 
Bench shines 
against CSU 
by Andy Woodard 
assistant sports editor 
Bowline Green's women's 
basketball team has had a good 
bench for most of the season. 
With the bench playing more 
minutes (105-95) than the star- 
ters, and placing two players in 
double figures, the Falcons rol- 
led to an 85-64 non-conference 
win over interstate rival Cleve- 
land State in front of a single- 
game record 1,207 spectators at 
Anderson Arena Saturday. 
BG's rises to 18-5, while the 
Vikings fall to 6-18. 
Forwards Heather Finfrock 
and Tecca Thompson scored 16 
and 10 points, respectively, off 
the bench, while starters Jackie 
Motycka (16 points) and Angie 
Finfrock Thompson 
Bonner (10) also scored in 
double figures. 
"We did a pretty good job. I'm 
talking from all 12 players 
standpoint, not just five or six of 
them, BG head coach Fran 
Voll said. "We're in the tough 
part of our (Mid-American Con- 
ference) schedule, having just 
come off the Western (Michi- 
gan ) game, and still having to go 
to Ohio and Central (Michigan). 
"We want games where we 
can put some of these people in 
the action. I'm happy with the 
way the other kids played." 
CSU head coach Alice Kohl 
said her squad was no match for 
the Falcons. 
"Bowling Green did a great job," she said. "They are very 
deep and very fundamentally 
sound. Their point is very quick 
and all of their inside players 
are tough. We knew it was going 
to be the type of game where we 
had to execute well, and we did 
not do that." 
After leading 40-24 at the half, 
the Falcons went on a 10-0 run to 
increase the margin to 26, 50-24. 
The   spurt   culmulated   when 
eint guard Paulette Backstrom 
1 Megan McGuire for a fast- 
break layup at the 17:08 mark. 
The lead increased to 56-30 on 
a 17-foot jumper by McGuire 
with 14:55 remaining. BG took 
its biggest lead (64-34) at the 
11:28 mark when Backstrom 
made a 16-footer from the left 
baseline. 
Finfrock and Thompson then 
took command for BG, scoring 
12 of the Falcons last 21 points. 
"We made gains (from our re- 
serve players)," Voll said. "I 
was interested in how well we 
did from a lot of different 
players standpoint in game ac- 
tion. Tecca played well. She's 
been a player who's slowly been 
making strides. Heather really 
worked hard, especially in the 
second half." 
In the first half, Backstrom, 
Motycka and guard Traci Gor- 
man all made steals which led to 
fastbreak baskets as BG raced 
to a 10-0 lead with 17:23 remain- 
mTne margin increased to 14 
(18-4) when backup center Dawn 
Eastman made a short jumper 
off a pass from reserve guard 
Chris Mossing at the 12:22 mark. 
CSU attempted a comeback 
behind freshman forward Debra 
Taylor, who scored a game-high 
22 points. But the Vikings never 
got any closer than 26-14, when 
guard Lisa Kipp made a 15-foot 
jump shot at the 6:55 mark. 
"We've had this problem all 
season — digging a 10-foot hole 
and only having an eight-foot 
latter," Kohl said. "We got down 
by so much and it took so much 
D See BG Bench, page 10. 
JllSt Hanging Out Photo courtesy The Key/Brad Phalln 
Bowling Green sophomore Lisa Hillman performs her uneven parallel bar routine in Friday night's 
179.05-178.25 loss to Kent State in the Eppler North Gym. Hillman scored an 8.8 on the bars 
and 35.24 in the all- around. 
on your glasses as he struts away. 
After the Miami series, BG was 3-3 in the 
Central Collegiate Hockey Association, and 
Barber was out for five weeks. 
"I think through that bad spell, when 
things aren't going well a lot of the things 
that were going well in your game kind of 
slip a little bit too," Barber said. "Your goal 
scoring can slip, but you can't let that affect 
the way your going to play otherwise. I think 
it was starting to. 
In  the   following  weeks,   the   Falcons 
dropped to 7-8 in the CCHA, and when Bar- 
G See Barber, page 11. 
BG softball 
team 1-6 
in Arizona 
The Bowling Green softball 
team got off to a rocky start in 
the 1988 season, posting a 1-6 re- 
cord in the University of Arizon- 
a's Nissan Classic. The tourna- 
ment featured several teams 
ranked in the top 20 of collegiate 
softball. 
Despite only winning one 
game, BG was one of eight 
teams in the 12-team field that 
qualified for medal-round play. 
The Falcons qualified after 
beating Iowa State, 5-4, Satur- 
day. 
The host Wildcats eliminated 
the Falcons with a 3-0 victory on 
Sunday. Earlier in the tourna- 
ment, Arizona defeated BG, 9-1. 
Other preliminary losses for the 
Falcons were to Cal-State Ful- 
lerton (1-0), Oregon (5-3), Cal- 
State Northridge (4-2) and Kan- 
sas (5-3). 
, Senior lefthander Edith 
Campbell, 1-2, registered BG's 
only win with the help of Vicki 
Miwa, who was credited with the 
save against Iowas Sate. 
Campbell and senior Amy 
Lienhardt both had a pair of hits 
in the win with Campbell driving 
in three runs. 
MSG defeats | 
netters, 8-1   I 
Bowling Green's men's tennis! 
team opened its 1988 season with' 
an 8-1 loss at Michigan State, 
Saturday. 
The sophomore tandem of 
John Green and Michael Hain 
registered BG's only win against 
the 4-1 Spartans. They defeated 
Anthony Floreno and Eric Kol- 
van, 6-4. M, at #3 doubles. Oth- 
erwise, MSU posted eight victor- 
ies in straight sets. 
Bowling Green visits Notre 
Dame, Saturday for a 1 p.m. 
match. 
THE BG NEWS 
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Pitchers 
crowding 
Tribe camp 
TUCSON, Ariz, (AP) - With 
43 pitchers expected to partici- 
pate in spring training, the 
Cleveland Indians are hoping 
quantity translates into quality. 
"When you finish on the bot- 
tom like this team did, you look 
at as many guys as you can," 
pitching coach Mark Wiley said. 
You see if somebody can catch 
your eye." 
The Indians opened spring 
training at Hi Corbett Field last 
week with 25 pitchers in camp. 
Eighteen more are expected 
Saturday to help form a satellite 
camp. When the club opens its 
regular season April 4 in Texas, 
only 10 pitchers will be on the 
24-man roster. 
So it's quality, not quantity, 
that the Indians are searching 
for. 
"The more pitchers we get, 
the better chance someone like a 
(Steve) Crawford, (BUI) Caudill 
or (Dan) Schatzeder may have 
enough to be successful," said 
Indians' manager Doc Edwards. 
Crawford, Caudill and Schat- 
zeder, free-agent veterans with 
a total of 24 years of major 
league experience, signed as 
free agents during the offseason. 
Last year, Cleveland finished 
on the bottom of the American 
League East, 37 games behind 
the Detroit Tigers. The Indians, 
which had a 61-101 record, had 
the worst ERA in the major 
leagues — 5.28. 
X THE TANNING CENTER 
BIGGER TO SERVE 
YOU BETTER 
2 LOCATIONS 
HAIR UNLIMITED 
6 BEDS 
143 W. WOOSTER 
353-3281 
and 
THE WASH HOUSE 
7 BEDS 
248 N. MAIN 
345-1559 
10 Initial Visits 
$25.00 
Expires 2/29/88 
-Since 1980- 
Trost dominant 
despite defeat 
by Don Hensley 
sports reporter 
Bowling Green's gymnastic 
team's scoring was "beamed" 
up Friday night, but still ended 
up on the losing side against 
Kent State, 179.05-178.25 Si the 
Eppler North Gym. 
The Falcons' score was their 
highest of the year, bettering 
their previous 
mark of 175.2. 
The key to 
their success 
was the excel- 
lent perform- 
ance by the 
team on the 
balance beam. 
Leading the 
way for the 
tumblers was Trost 
junior captain Kim Trost, who 
scored a season-high of 9.3 on 
the beam. Also pacing the Fal- 
cons on the beam was freshman 
Kim Crawford scoring a 9.0. 
These performances keyed a 
BG team victory on the beam by 
a score of 44.5-44.15. With this 
margin of victory, the tumblers 
pulled within .05 of the KSU 
team with just the floor exercise 
remaining. It was here that the 
scoring by the judges began to 
get a little higher than it was 
throughout the meet. 
"We performed real well," 
said BG coach Dr. Charles 
Simpson. "We pulled close to 
them after the beam, but then 
the scoring became a little in- 
flated, and they came out on top. 
I am however, very pleased with 
our performance and the fact 
that we did score as high as we 
did." 
Trost not only dominated the 
beam, but also the vault (9.15), 
floor (9.25), and all-around 
(36.05). Trost's scores were the 
top scores of the meet, as well. 
Also pacing BG was freshman 
Meg Griffin, who scored a 9.0 on 
the vault, an 8.9 on the bars, and 
finished the all-around with a 
second-place score of 35.6. So- 
phomore Lisa Hillman also per- 
formed well on the bars with the 
third-best score of 8.8 and finish- 
ing the all-around competition 
with 35.25. 
"The key to our success this 
weekend was the brilliant per- 
formance by Kim Trost," said 
Simpson. "Her performance 
along with Kim (Crawford's) 
beam score were crucial to the 
team." 
The Falcons will try to im- 
prove their road scoring this 
weekend when they travel to 
Ohio State Saturday. 
BG News/Paul Vemon 
Bowling Greens Heather Finfrock dodges the defensive block of Cleveland States Terry Miller in Saturdays 
85-64 BG win. Finfrock scored a career-high 16 points and grabbed a team-high 9 rebounds. 
SAVE       THIS      AD 
TONITE IS 
POPCORN NITE 
All Popcorn 1/2 Price 
WILLIAM HURT   ® 
7 Academy Award 
Nominations: 
Bon Actor      Nightly 
Beit Actres.      7:J5 f, 
Bert Picture    9:30 p.m. 
PRESENT   AT   OUR   BOX 
BG Bench  
D Continued from page 9. 
to just get back in reach of Bowl- 
ing Green. That's when they 
SPRING  BREAK 
LAST 
MINUTE 
. SALE 
Bahamas 
Cruise,7Nights Hotel! 
OMLYS1B4 
AU it optlenaJ 
CALL RIGHT NOW 
Toll Free      1-800-356-1136 
came back with their starters 
and really blew us out." 
Taylor and Motycka both 
scored 12 points in the first half 
to pace their respective squads. 
For the game, BG shot 50 per- 
cent on 36-for-72 from the floor. 
On the other hand, CSU hit only 
29-of-70 shots from the field for 
41.4 percent. 
Finfrock grabbed a team-high 
nine rebounds, while Back- 
strom, McGuire, Mossing and 
reserve guard Wendi Huntley 
each passed out a game-high 
four assists. Backstrom's three 
steals paced the team. 
CSlrs Terri Miller made a 
game-high 10 rebounds, while 
Taylor grabbed eight. The Vik- 
ings had no other double figure 
scorers. 
Icer ticket info announced 
The University's Athletic Department has announced ticket 
policies for the upcoming Central Collegiate Hockey Associa- 
tion quarterfinals, the CCHA Playoff Finals and any NCAA 
Tournament contest involving the Falcons at home. 
CCHA quarterfinal tickets will be sold to season-ticket hol- 
ders until tomorrow. They will be able to renew their usual 
seats for the best-of-three series (March 4-6). 
All-Sports Pass holders will have priority until today to pick 
up $3 general admission tickets. 
All remaining general admission tickets will then go on sale 
to the public beginning tomorrow. Adult tickets are $6, while 
BG students will be charged $3. Reserved seats not claimed by 
season-ticket holders will be available Friday for $7. 
If the Falcons advance to Joe Louis Arena for the CCHA 
Playoffs, tickets would become available at the Ice Arena box 
office 15 minutes after the conclusion of the last quarterfinal 
contest. 
Reserved tickets for both days (March 11-12) will be $11 and 
$9.50. There is no limit, but only cash and checks will be accep- 
ted. 
If the Falcons gain home-ice for the opening round (March 
18-19) or quarterfinal round (March 25-26) of the NCAA 
Playoffs, tickets would go on sale the Monday prior to the first 
game. 
On that Monday and Tuesday, present season-ticket holders 
would be able to renew their seats, while general admission 
tickets would also go on sale to the general public. Since BG 
students will be on spring break, an ample amount of tickets 
are expected to be available. 
On that Wednesday, any leftover reserved seats will be a- 
vailable to the public. Prices will be $8 for reserve chair seats, 
$7 for bench reserve seats and $4 for general admission. 
For more info, call 372-2762. 
ATTENTION:    Applications Are 
Now Available For All 1988-89      tt/ 
COMMITTEE DIRECTOR POSITIONS 
• Campus Films •Contemporary Issues 
•Games •Mini Courses 
• Performing Arts • Public Relations 
• Publicity •Spotlight Entertainment 
•Travel 
Available in UAO Office, 3rd Floor Union (372-2343), DUE MARCH 4 
• Administrative 
• Exhibits 
•Outdoor Recreation 
• Publications 
APPLICATIONS ALSO AVAILABLE FOR UAO EXECUTIVE POSITIONS 
► President •Vice President • Internal Affairs 
(Must have been previously involved in UAO) 
DUE FEBRUARY 26 
YOU CAN MAKE A DIFFERENCE! 
• UAO • 3rd Floor Union • 372-2343 • 
"MARGARET'S BAKED CHICKEN" 
Served Family Style 
FOR ONLY   £M   95 
including: 
•Mashed Potatoes & Gravy 
•Cole Slaw 
EVERY TUES. DOWNTOWN 
163 S. MAIN ST. 
352-2595 
•Green Peas 
•Roll & Butter 
EVERY THUR. AT THE LODGE 
1628 E. WOOSTER ST. 
354-2535 
BOWLING GREEN. OHIO 43402 
w
et hooked, on out 
eafood Feast 
Fish and Chips 
Three tender fish fillets breaded and golden fried. 
Served with crisp french fries, cole slaw, 
dinner roll, tartar sauce and lemon wedge. 
(Another potato, onion rings or wild rice may be substituted for french fries.) $375 
Baked or Broiled Cod Dinner $4.99 
Fish Sandwich Combination $3.49 
Breaded deep-fried fish sandwich with french fries and cole slaw 
Scallops Dinner $4.99 
America loves    „ 
itsBigBpy,   J 
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Clinch  
D Continued from page 9. 
The second-period play continued into the third and had become a 
see-saw battle to the finish. 
"It was a crazy game to be involved with, but I guess that's just 
hockey," York said. "Every once in a while you get to that race for 
ten, exchanging goals back and forth, back and forth." 
Regan drew first blood in the third to put the Falcons back up by 
three, 7-4. 
"Marc Potvin got the puck and made a really nice drop pass to 
me," Regan said. "It's the sort of thing where you just look at the net 
and fire it." 
The three-goal margin didn't last long, as the Broncos came back 
with two unanswered goals to cut BG's lead to 7-6. Hoover iced his 
"hat-trick," and Mike Eastwood added a single. 
With just under two minutes remaining in the contest, Regan 
made a nifty drop pass to Greg Parks which sent him in the clear to 
give the Falcons a 8-6 lead. 
"Brent Regan made two greatplays at the end with his goal, and 
his play to Parks," York said. "That pass to Parks sent him right in 
goal, and Parks puts it in." 
WMU's come back was too little and too late, but managed to bring 
the score to 8-7 as Bill Armstrong scored with : 40 seconds left. 
"If we got the puck to bounce our way a little bit, we could of cut 
down the lead," WMU head coach Bill Wilkinson said. "BG's got it 
rolling and the pucks are bouncing their way still. It's just a matter 
of who gets the last shot." 
If the Falcons got the last shot Saturday, Friday they got the first, 
second, third ... and last shot. The Falcons were led by the senior 
tandem of Andy Gribble and Scott Paluch. Both recorded "hat- 
tricks" in the 11-2 victory. 
The Falcons took advantage of WMU's offense pinching too far 
into the BG zone. As a result, BG ended up with breaks going the 
other way and created many quality opportunities which BG capi- 
talized on. 
"Anytime you give up three-on-two's, two-on-one's and one-on- 
zero's your going end up getting a lot of goals scored (against you)," 
Wilkinson said. "We caivt play as sloppy as we did tonight or we're 
not going to beat anybody. They're (BG) talented enough, let alone 
giving them opportunities that you don't need to." 
The Falcons scored three unanswered goals in the first period and 
never looked back as Paluch, Gribble and Parks tallied. 
BG increased its lead to 6-2 after two periods with Gribble notch- 
ing his second and third, while Barber had a single. Bill Armstrong 
and Mike Posma answered for the Bronco's. 
BG scored five more times in the final stanza with Paluch scoring 
his third at 17:21 on the power play. The "hat-trick" ties the mark 
for most goals by a BG defenseman in a game. 
"It feels good," Paluch said. "I've had a lot of chances all year, 
and the forwards have been trying to set me up and now they're 
starting to drop." 
Bowling Green's Don Barber is pulled lo the ice by a Western Michigan 
defenseman during Saturday's 7-5 BG win at the Ice Arena. Barber, who 
Barber 
G Continued from page 9. 
arber returned, scoring a goal against Prin- 
ceton, so did the Falcon fortunes. 
Since his return, BG has gone 15-2-1, tying 
the best current streak in the country with 
league rival Lake Superior. During the 
stretch, Barber has accumulated 43 points 
with 16 goals and 27 assists. 
"When he's on top of the his game, he's a 
great dominant force out there," Barber's 
linemate Greg Parks said. "He can control 
the game so much when he wants to, and I 
think he had thoughts of desire coming back 
off that injury. There's a definite correlation 
between us winning and him being on the top 
of his game." 
Barber notched his sixth-straight series 
with five points or more. But it's not just his 
individual statistics which have blossomed. 
"With his presence, he makes a lot of our 
other players become better," head coach 
Jerry York said. "If he plays real well, he 
lifts up the players on the ice fith him." 
The chief benefactors have been the left- 
winger's linemates, center Parks and right 
wing Marc Potvin. Parks presently has a ca- 
reer-high scoring streak of 12 games, while 
Potvin has scored in nine of his last 11 
games. "He's so great with the puck," Pot- 
vin said. "It gives me confidence in front of 
BG News/Mark Thalman 
is working on a 12-game scoring streak, now has six-straight series ol five 
or more points. 
net that he's going to come out with it, and I just got to bang it home for him." 
Barber will be the first one to say, it's the 
whole line which has paid dividends, not 
himself solely. 
With the team's success, Barber has no 
regrets with the personal struggle he had in 
the first half of his senior season and con- 
fides with the advice of assistant coach Bud- 
dy Powers. 
"Coach Powers had a talk with me, and he 
said every time you step off the ice you want 
to be able to look yourself in the mirror and 
say you gave it your best shot," Barber said. 
"I think that's the way I want to finish off the 
season no matter what happens." 
Classifieds 
PLACEMENT SCHEDULE 
BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY 
UNIVERSITY PLACEMENT SERVICES 
ON CAMPUS RECRUITING SCHEDULE 
FOR THE WEEKS Of: 
March 7 A March 14. 1888 
Scheduling On-Camput 
Interview Appointment!: 
The first day ol sign-ups lor interviews during 
the period ol March 7 through Mahch 19,1988 
w* be heM on Wednesday. February 24, 1988 
at 4 PM at the Northeast Commons Education 
signups wrt be heM In the Forum of the Student 
Services BueJng at 6 p m AH registrants must 
have a First Choice Interview Card to participate 
in the first day of sign ups After the first day. 
students end AJumm-ee may sign-up for inter- 
views from 8 a.m to 5 pm at the University 
Placement Services. 380 Student Services 
Buerjing A Credential Form must be submit- 
ted lor each Interview scheduled el the lime 
of sign-up 
Cancellation of Interv i Appo »enls: 
Cencelation ol an interview must be reported in 
person to the University Placement Services no 
later than 5 p m on the Wednesday (one week) 
following the correspond^ Interview Sign-Up 
Day Canceeatvjns after ties ttfne w« be con- 
sidered a no-show You are encouraged to 
careluty consider employers before signing up 
for xiterviews 
No Show Policy 
Failure to appear tor a scheduled interview or 
violation of the canceaation pokey wil result In 
immediate suspension of your sign-up 
pnveegee for the next recruiting period. If you 
did not honor your scheduled Interview, you are 
requxed to send a letter of apology to the 
employer lor missing the Interview. Me a copy 
of this letter with the University'Placement Ser- 
vtcee, and meet with a placement counselor 
before schedukng any additional interviews 
Any student who "no-shows" twice wHI be 
denied interviewing privileges tor the remainder 
of the academic year 
Notice on Cttlienshlp Requirements 
An asterisk (') foeowvig an organizational name 
denotes specific requirements lagaiolnu work 
status m the United States Please review these 
requirements carefuty If no asterisk (*) ap- 
pears, the organization wi Interview only can- 
didates with V S citizenship or Permanent visa 
Students who do not meet the work statue re- 
quirements are encouraged to sign-up on the 
waning 1st 
Spotlight Presentations: 
Spotlight Presentations offer valuable informa- 
tion about career paths, detailed poaWon 
responeMaoe and organizational pMoaophy. 
Al students scheduling Interviews are strongly 
encouraged to attend appropriate spotaghts 
Spotlight Presentations are uauety held In the 
University Placement Services recruiter lounge 
•t7p.ni ToenlertheS1udentSarvx»Bulldxig 
xi me evening, please use the petto entrance 
Additional Placement Services: 
There are important servtcee available to you at 
the University Placement Servtcee Please note 
that not al organizations and companxM reguter ■
ly recruit on coeege campuses The set below 
generaty reflects the txgh demand areas xi the 
world of work. Don't become discouraged if 
your career field Is not requested. To assist you 
xi conducting an assertive job search, the 
University Placement Services provides career 
and placement counseing. credential services. 
lot) seerch workshops, professional develop- 
ment semXters. career fairs and an alumni 
Falcon Network Our excellent Career 
Resource Library otters you career and 
employer information and current fob vacancies 
xi ALL career fields Placement Counselors 
oxectfy refer registered students to employers 
Xi their desired career fields. Insure your ac- 
cess lo these services by registering with the 
University Placement Services xi your final year 
at Bowtxtg Green Stale University 
MONDAY. MARCH 7 
Central Insurance 
Lever Broa. Company 
Metropolitan Insurance 
OtJa Elevator Company 
Yelow Freight Syelem. Inc 
TUESDAY. MARCH 8 
Ctaxol. Inc 
Deyton Power A Light Co 
J C Penney Co (Cleveland) 
J.C. Penney Co. (Cofumbua) 
Progressive Corporation 
Sheraton Hotets 
St Paul Companies 
Yelow Frexjht System, inc 
WEDNESDAY. MARCH 9 
Fulfilment Corporation 
J.C. Penney Co (Columbus) 
Mac Toots. Inc 
Roberta Stores. Inc 
Riasel Stover 
Spectra-Physic* 
Spring Branch nd Schools 
US Navy 
Yelow Freight System. Inc 
THURSDAY, MARCH 10 
American Grad  School of 
International Management 
BrecksvUe-Broadvlew Hts Schools 
tJoM Equipment Corp. 
KxmeyShoea 
Spnng Branch Ind Schools 
FRCAY. MARCH 11 
Caroina Freight 
Digital EcMpment Corp 
Springfield City Schools 
Waaace Computer Servlede 
MONDAY. MARCH 14 
Anne Arundel County Schools 
Peace Corps 
Seymour A Aaaodatas 
TUESDAY. MARCH 15 
TEACHER JOB FAIR 
WEDNESDAY. MARCH 16 
Hit or Miss 
ID 
Schl Board of Palm Beach County 
South Western Schools 
US AX Force 
Worthxigton City Schools 
THURSDAY. MARCH 17 
Axtron. tnc 
Smes Dept Stores 
Schoi Distr of GreenvVJe County 
Susies Casuals 
Wayne County Schools 
Whirlpool Corporation 
Wooeter City Schools 
FRIDAY, MARCH 18 
Lakewood City Schoole 
CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS 
• "ATTENTION SAILORS' ■ 
MANDATORY SAILING CLUB MEETING WED 
FEB  24 9 00 PM 103 BA NEW MEMBERS 
WELCOME 
Adult Children ol Alcoholics support group 
meets Wednesdays. 3 304 30 PM. Religious 
Education room, St. Thomas More Church. 425 
Thurstxi Ave 
ALL YOU CAN EAT PIZZA 
Stinger s Cafe 
Monday Wednesday Friday 
 2-5 PM S3 75  
Alpha Lambda Delta Scholarship applications 
ere available from Mary Eton at 425 Student 
Service*. Membership a the only requirement 
Hurry apcecatxjn deadline is Friday   March 4 
AMA RAFFLE 
Carrfbean Cruise on the Norway 
March 19th-28th (Spring Breek) 
Tickets on Sele 
Monday 22nd Friday 26th 
BA and MS Lobbies 
from 9 30-3 30 
AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL 
Today 4:30 
Moseley Hall 
Come (ol" usl 
OCMB474H 
Attention ACW Members 
Our next meeting wi be at 6 PM Fab 24th m 
101 BA butdxwg. Important meeting-lots of ac- 
tivities comxxj up Speaker wtl be announced at 
meeting Non-members welcome See you 
there!  
CRIMINAL JUSTICE ORGANIZATION 
MEETING TONIGHTI 
New Location: 306 Henna SCO PM 
Speaker: Dan VanVorhts from 
Juvento Probation 
Also Last chance for T-shirt orders 
Bring your money. 
DAILY DRINK SPECIALS 
Prices reduced Mon -Fn  2-7 PM 
STINGER'S CAFE 
Don't Miss This Opportunity!! 
A group of students promoting public rettions 
for the University are looking lor interested 
undergraduates ske yourself! Apply lo become 
a University Ambessedor from Feb 29 
through March 10 at the Mileti Alumni Center or 
405 Student Services 
EDUCATION MAJORS 
"Get the Scoop" on 
Resumes and AppkcshOns 
Tues.. Feb 23 at 8 00 PM 
115 Education 
Sponsored by E E SAB 
EL CLUB ESPANOL 
Meeting Tonxjht 7.30 309 Moseley 
Elections wH be held11 
Bienventdos 
HALLOWEEN IN FEBRUARY? YESI 
FASCHING FESTI 
FASCHING FESTI 
FEB. 27, SATURDAY 
HONORS STUDENT CENTER 
UNDER KREISCHER CAFET 
8 PM-1 AM S3 covers food and drink 
PARTY • PARTY   PARTY 
HALLOWEEN IN FEBURAHY 
The German Club Is sponsoring a Merdi Gras 
dance Xi the Ok) Work) Spirit, a FASCHINQ 
BALL al the Honors Center (bottom of 
Kreocher Quad) on Set Feb 27 8 PM-1 AM 
Tickets S3 at the door Prizes given for beat 
costumes Festive dress not required 
JOIN! JOtNl JCMNI 
STUDENT FILM ORGANIZATION 
Of BGSU Xi forming now' 
MEETINGS EVERY WED. EVENING. 
8 p.m. 106 SOUTH HALL 
Al Welcome FREE ftrna shown. 
JOtNl JOIN! JOIN! 
SKATE SKATE SKATE SKATE SKATE SKATE 
BGSU SKATING CLUB OPEN SESSION 
9 15-11 15 PM TONIGHT AT THE ICE ARENA 
$2 NON-MEMBER ADMISSION CALL JANET 
AT 2-6640 FOR MORE INFORMATION 
SPORT MANAGEMENT CLUB- 
THERE  WILL  BE  A  GENERAL  ASSEMBLY 
MEETING  TONIOHT  AT 9 00 IN BA  110 
MEETINGS HAVE NOW CHANGED TO TUES- 
OAY NIGHTS  SEE YOU THERE  
STINGERS CAFE 
$79 Subs after 10 PM 
Eat Xi only 
ZETA PHI BETA SORORITY INC. 
Join us for a week-long celebration of exciting 
fun during Finer Womanhood Week Activities 
wtl be posted for your convenience February 
22-26 
ZETA PHI BETA SORORITY INC. 
"It's back from the underground ." 
3 more local bend* at the warehouae-The Ex- 
change. Opiate of the Messes, end Sheepish 
Orm on Friday. February 26tn at S PM W8GU 
aM be broadcasting he Ihls cotoctton of local 
bends al the Warehouse 
LOST & FOUND 
Found a pax of eyeglasses Xi carryxig case 
lound xi 121 West Hal Please come to Cam- 
pus Salety & Security to identity 
LOST 
1988 Brush APCS class ring,  white gold. 
ladies. 2 hearts. Urge reward. 3724633 or 
]72-*4»B  
LOST Pax of rose colored glasses Xi rose col- 
ored case LostFri Feb  12 Cal 3724022 
SERVICES OFFERED 
24 HOUR 
TYPING   WORD PROCESSING 
352-1818 
A to Z   -We I pack 1 snip 
UPS' Federal Express 
148 S Maxi 352-5042 
Abortion, morning after treetment 
Proud to be pro-choice 
Center (or Choice II. Toledo.O 2557769 
EUROPE, J29.50 A DAY: Wsil 7 countries by 
bus. camp at night Contact your travel agent or 
TRADEWIND TRAVELLERS CLUB. (212) 
8329072 
'ANCHOR SPLASH' 
•ANCHOR SPLASH' 
DELTA GAMMA-PHI DELTA THETA 
ANCHOR SPLASH 
SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 29 
1-4 COOPER POOL 
•HAPPY HOURS- 
FEBRUARY 26 
UPTOWN 5-9 
BE THERE! 
'ANCHOR SPLASH' 
'ANCHOR SPLASH* 
ALL YOU CAN EAT PIZZA 
Singer's Cafe 
Monday Wednesday Frxlay 
2 5 PM S3 75 
Alpha Chi Omega Congratulates their 
Rho Chi's 
Katy Drake 
Alison Haley 
Shety KaufhoW 
Leeke Stexihaus 
Your Sisters are proud of you1 
Attention Alpha Chi's 
Beta Beagle says On your mark 
Get set   GO' Tryouts are only 10 
days away' 
Attention Non-Greek Women ol BG 
The Alpha Dells invite you to |oxi them tor xitor- 
•nal rush st thex hosue next to Prout hal at 9 00 
PM tonight  it's guaranteed lo be a fun time 
Come meet the Alpha Dells 
SOMEONE CARES ABOUT YOU 
AND 
YOUR PREGNANCY PROBLEM AT 
FIRST HOPE PREGNANCY CENTER 
CALL 354HOPE FOR INFO ON 
FREE PREGNANCY TESTING 
AND OUR OTHER 
SUPPORTIVE SERVICES" 
Bathing Sorts 
Jeans N Things 
531 Ridge 
PERSONALS 
-DELTA GAMMA VIP'S- 
KEEP THE ANCHORS IN YOUR EYESI 
YOU HAVE OUR UNCONDITIONAL SUPPORT! 
LOVE, YOUR DG SISTERS 
' 'CXi(Lou) A W(We. Dubsy)'' 
Mornxtg Move over l'm(We're) home My hex is 
doxxj trick* 
Evening OH. MY HECK". He touched my hand 
what chi I got. his IDS are Ike a volcano they're 
hot 
Midnight   Telent Wxtners    Ike to drink si Ihe 
Soft Rock Cele (Cxi sing, grab that microphone 
W) 
Closing time Where's the car. we'l cal Ramos. 
Home Ramone" 
Love. Ti 
•ATTENTION EDUCATION MAJORS' 
O.S.E.A MEETING 
WED., FEB. 24TH 
•:00 P.M. 115 ED. 
BGSU SYMPHONIC BAND CONCERT 
Mark S KeHy Conductor 
Thursday. February 25 
8.00 pm 
Kobecker Hal 
FREE 
CAST YOUR VOTE FOR PRESIDENT 
FEB. 24,1988 
USG Mock Presidential Election 
•BRING STUDENT 10' 
DAILY DRINK SPECIALS 
Prices reduced Mon -Fn  2-7 PM 
STINGER S CAFE 
Daiv 
So far so good, we've had a greet first year 
together and the best pan Is it can only get bet- 
ter     Thanks    for   your   support     Happy 
Anniversary 
I Love You. Tea* 
DELTA ZETA SPIRIT SURPRISE 
DELTA ZETA SPIRIT SURPRISE 
DELTA ZETA SPIRIT SURPRISE 
Cont. on page 12. 
=CHARLESTOWN=^ 
APARTMENTS 
MID AM MANOR 
Choose from choice apartments within 
walking distance to campus Summer 
1988 and 1988-1989 school year. 
1 or 2 bedroom, furnished or 
unfurnished, gas heat & water included, 
air conditioning 
Resident Manager, 
641 Third St., Apt. 4, B.G. 
352-4380 
'■■•• aJHawui 
aurra nevar* ■ 
COLLEGE 
GRADUATES- 
AIM HIGH. 
Get your career off 
to a flying start! 
Attend Air Force Officer 
Training School, 
earn a commission 
and begin a rewarding career. 
The Air Force offers you good 
pay, complete medical care 
and much more. Call 
SSgt Antram 
419-354-3133 Collect 
12   February 23,1988 Classifieds 
Cont. from page 11. 
EMMY OORGER. 
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! MAYBE IYNN Will GET 
SICK   ON YOUR BIRTHDAY.   LIKE YOU DID 
HERS! 
LOVE YA, 
KAY 
EMMY DOROER. 
HAPPY   BIRTHOAY.   YOU   HAVE   8EEN   A 
GREAT ROOMMATE AND FRIEND. LOVE YA, 
LYNN 
FEB. 24, 1MB 
MOCK Presidential Election 
Sponsored by Undergraduate Sludant Oovt 
•••Bring Student ID*** 
Female non-smoking roommate wanted to 
snare furnished apartment during the 
19881989 school year Must share bedroom 
and l I 2 bathroom Can JW at 3543555 
Gamma Phi Beta Kathy Mom 
We hope you enjoyed your birthday present. 
right down to the metallic G-arnrtg' 
We Love You" 
The Sisters ol Gamma Phi Beta 
GARY 
Today marks 3 years together. 3 ol the best 
years iol my Me! I'm looking forward to many 
more Happy Anniversary and a* my Love 
Tnsh 
Get out ot the cold weather & Into the Sun tor 
Spring Break-WFAL will be giving away 2 
Free trips to Daytona Beach at Uptown and 
Downtown Wednesday, Feb. 24-The drawing 
will be held at midnight and you must be pre- 
sent to win. Lots of other great giveaways 
loo... 
GOING ON A TRIP FOR 
SPRING BREAK 'SB?? 
'" • Oaytona Beach • • • 
" • Fort Lauderdale' *' 
•••Ranarnas''* 
' 'Elsewhere'** 
Before you sign that trip contract let Student 
Legal Services. Inc  review that contract with 
you   Another Service made available by your 
$2 Legal Fee 
•KNOW WHAT YOU ARE SIGNING" 
Call lor an Appointment 
SLS 372-2951 
HALLOWEEN IN FEBRUARY? YESI 
FASCHING FEST! 
FASCHING FESTI 
FEB 27. SATURDAY 
HONORS STUDENT CENTER 
UNDER KREISCHER CAFET 
8 PM-1 AM S3 covers food and drink 
PARTY    PARTY ■ PARTY 
HEY SWIMMERS' 
Are you ready to 
Shave those gorgeous legs?1 
Swim to WIN?' 
GIGOLO?! 
Eat up those Skins? 
Answer  Al ot the above 
ft you don't have plans ye* for Spring Break 
then let WFAL help you oul-on Wednesday. 
Feb. 24 WFAL will be giving away 2 Free trips 
to Oaytona Beach at Uptown and Downtown. 
Drawings will be held at midnight and 
everyone Is automatically entered. You must 
be present to win these and Iota of other 
greet prliesll 
interested m loiniruj ,t sorority? 
Come meet us' Tonight 9 PM at the Alpha Delta 
Pt House Hope to see you ttvartl 
Intersted in joevng a sorority? 
Come meet us' Tonight 9 PM st the Alpha Delta 
Pt House Hope to see you there! 
KKG Little Lisa Lunney KKG 
Happy 20th Birthday 
to the greatest little m the work)' 
Love. Elen 
Last Chance For Spring Break 'U! 
Limited spece remains at South Padre, North 
Padre, Daytona Beach, Fort Walton Beech 
and Steamboat, Colorado lor skiing. Hurry, 
Call Sunchase Tours toll free 1-800-321-5911 
for reservations and Information TODAY. 
Credit cards accepted. 
MOA SUPEROANCE 
Want to dance for 24 hours A support 
Jerry's Kids' 
Register for the Superdance at any hall desk 
March 4-5 ONenheuer Towers 
Register to dance now! 
MDA SUPEROANCE 
Mock Presidential Elections 
Feb. 24, 1961 
University Malt-MSC 9 AM-5 PM 
Jerome Library S PM-10 PM 
Residence Halls 4:30 PM-630 PM 
'Bring Student ID' 
NEVER AGAIN 
Friends Don't Let Friends Drive Drunk 
Meeting Tomorrow 
Wednesday Feb  24 9 00 PM 110 BA 
PERSPECTIVES 
LISTEN AND CALL IN 372-2826 WITH YOUR 
HOST ANITA DARNES  WBGU 88 1 EVERY 
MONDAY AFTER THE 5 OCLOCK NEWS 
STINGER S CAFE 
$79 Subs after 10 PM 
Eat in only 
SzefckandT 
Roomies ot the "Happy Household" 
Are you fired up lor 3 days of 
SHEER ENERGY? 
(And I don't mean pantyhose") 
Get psyched to SWIM FAST 
Love You Guys- 
MOE 
PS Are you Sh— -ng yet?? 
The Alpha Delts are having an Open House 
tonight lor women interested *i (ofcTiing the 
Greek system and Alpha Delta Pi Stop by the 
house at 9 PM to find out what we're el about 
See you there1 
THE BROTHERS OF PHI GAMMA DELTA 
WOULD UKE TO CONGRATULATE TOOD 
RINGS ON BEING SELECTED ATHLETE OF 
THE MONTH FOR OUR FRATERNITY 
•THE BROTHERS 
To my Little FEATHER-PICKER 
I LOVE YOU, 
SWEETNESS 
To the person who accidentally picked up my 
brown leather jacket at the St. Valentine's 
Dsy Massacre That jackal and Ha contenta 
were Important to me and I would desperate- 
ly Ilka them back. PLEASE CALL 372-476B! 
NO QUESTIONS ASKED! 
VCTO VCR RAFFLE 
TICKETS AVAILABLE 
TODAY-FIRST FLOOR 
UNIVERSITY HALL 
ONLY $1" AND RECEIVE 
St OFF ANY PISANELLOS PIZZA 
VCTO VCR RAFFLE 
$1 ONLY 
I Receive St off 
ANY FTsaneeos Pizza 
rickets Available 
University Hal 
VOTE FOR PRESIDENTII 
Undergraduate Student 
Mock Presidential Election 
Feb 24th. 1988 
Unrv Hal MSC 9 00 AM 5 00 PM 
Residence hals 4 30-6 30 PM 
Jerome Library 5-10 PM 
 'BRING STUDENT ID'  
2ELTA ZETA SPIRIT IS NO. 1!! 
DELTA ZETA SPIRIT IS NO. til 
DELTA ZETA SPIRIT IS NO. Ill 
DELTA ZETA SPIRIT IS NO. 111 
DELTA ZETA SPIRIT IS NO. 111 
WANTED 
Low Cost Treatment 
VD-STD 
Men and Women 
Daytime and Evening 
Appointments 
354-3540 
Planned Parenthood 
SUE TOMAUN 
When was the last time you shaved your legs'' 
THAT LONG" Never (ear. Ill bring the shears' 
Love. 
SS 
SURPRISE, SURPRISE. SURPRISE! 
Hello Hello Delia Zetasl Let's kick oil our 
SPIRIT WEEK wlih a big surprise, run over to 
our house today lor a treat Delia Zeta Style!! 
•OZ-0Z'DZ-DZ*0Z'DZ'<DZ' 
Delia Zetas. 
SURPRISE, SURPRISE. SURPRISE! 
1 or 2 roommates needed tor Fal 88 and Spr- 
ing 89 S110 a month plus gas A electric Cat 
Jon al 372-1162 (leave message) Large apt.' 
Need 1 Female non-smokmg Rmmte tor Cheap 
Apt 88 89 school year 372-5794 or 
353-1953 
Wanted 2 lemales to share large apartment 
close to campus tor 88-89 school year Can 
Room or Bt* Jo al 354-3126 
Wanted Animated person to wear Easter Bun- 
ny Costume and photographer lor Woodland 
Mai Appacanis apply at Woodland Mall Office 
No Phone Cats Please  
WANTED: ONE FEMALE ROOMMATE NEED 
ED FOR FALL AND SPRING SEM NEXT YEAR 
CAMPUS MANOR-CLOSE TO CAMPUS CALL 
372-1020 FOR DETAILS ANYTIME 
warn? BradMcDevitt 
The BG News Classified Information Mail-In Form 
DEADLINE: 
RATES;  
PREPAYMENT: 
NOTICE: 
Two doys prior to pubi-colon. 4p.m. 
" \The BG News is not responsible for postal servtte delays) 
per od are 65' per line.   $1.95 minimum 
. SO' extra per od 'or boM type). 
Approximately 35-45 spaces per line 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY: 1" or 2" ods 
1" (8 tine moximum)     $ 5.85 
2" (16 line maximum) $11.70 
is required 'or all non-universify related businesses ond individuals. 
_ The BG News will not be responsible for error due to illegibility or incomplete information.   Pleose come to 
"214 West Hotl immediately il there is an error m your od     The BG News will nor be responsible for typo- 
graphical errors m classified ods for more than two consecutive insertions. 
The BG News reserves the right to release the names of individuals who ptoce advertising in The BG News 
The decision on whether to releose this information shall be mode by the management of The BG News.   The 
purpose of this policy is to discourage the plocemem of odvertismg that may be cruel or unnecessonly embar- 
'assmg to individuals or organizations    Coses o' froud can be prosecuted. 
CLASSIFIED MAIL ORDER FORM 
NAME (P«INT)  
ADDRESS  
PHONE*. 
SOCIAL SECURITY* or ACCOUNT*. 
(For billing purposes only) 
Pease PWT your od clearly. EXACTLY how you wish it to appear 
(Circle words you wish to appear In bold typo) 
Classification in which you wish your ad to appaar: 
Campus A City Ivsvnts* 
,^^__ Lost and Found 
. Rld.s 
. Services OHered 
, Personals 
.Want ad 
. Halp Wantad 
. for Sala 
. For Rant 
Campus/City Event ads ora published fro* of charga for on* d«y for a non-profit event or meeting only. 
Dates to appear. 
Total number of days to appear. 
Mail to.   (On or Ofl-Campus Mail) 
The BG News 
214 West HallBGSU 
Bowling Green. Ohio 43403 
(checks payable fo The BG News) 
Phone:     372-2601 
HELP WANTED FOR SALE 
M0 Counselors t Instructors Needed! 
Private, coed summer camp In Pocono Mown- 
talna, Northeeatem Penn Lohlken. PO BOX 
234BQ. Kenllworth, NJ 0703} (20I-27S-0565 
ARTIST- For quick portrait sketches and 
caricatures at Cedar Point. Geauga Lake and 
Sea World Energetic and ratable Wl train 
Need face pemfers. cashiers-salespersons and 
artists Contact Kamens An Shoppea at the rob 
far or cal 1 216-3015 
Assistant Camp Director lor Camp Courageous, 
a residential summer camp for people wihh 
mental retardation, located near Toledo. Ohio A 
bachelor's degree in related field and-or con- 
siderable experience in camp programming is 
required To apply, contact the Camp Director. 
151 N Michigan. Suite 200. Devta Bktg 
Toledo. OH 43825 (419)242-4412  EOE 
Camp cousetors wanted tor Camp Courageous. 
• residential summer camp lor people with men- 
ial retardation, located near Toledo. Ohio To 
appty. contact the Camp Director. 151 N. 
Michigan. Suite 200. Davis BJdg. Toledo, OH 
43624(4181242-4412  EOE 
COLUMBUS COMPANY needs |unlors In Ace- 
1g., CS, MIS, Insurance, Human Relations, 
and Actuary tor a summer Internship. Pays 
Ss.0O-e.00 an hour. Call 372-2451 lor details 
or stop by the Co-op Ofc. 236 Admin. 
Fun energetic people tor waiter or waitress 
positions Appty in person Tues -Sun night 
alter 8p m. 
Buttons 25481 Dime Hwy 
Fun loving people tor floor waster positions Ap- 
ply in person at Henry J'a Wed -Sun night after 
8pm 
1532S Byrne. Toledo 
General Counselors. 
Group leaders, arts-crafts director, lifeguards 
(W S 11. Nurse, food supp . cooks, business 
mgr. Camps located in Brldgewaler and 
Leesburg VA Cal the Gal Scout Council of the 
Nations Capital (202) 337-4300 
MEL O-DEE MUSIC IN THE WOODLAND MALL 
WILL BE ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS ON 
THURS FEB 25 FROM I 00 PM TO 5 00 PM 
t 6:00 PM TO 8.00 PM ON FRI FEB 26 
FROM 1100 AM TO 4 00 PM AT THE 
UNIVERSITY MOTOR LODGE IN THE 
BLUEBIRD ROOM WILL BE NEEDING 
SALESPERSONNEL. TEACHERS KEYBOARD 
VOCAL. STRINGS 1 INTRUMENTAL 
DELIVERY PEOPLE. ELECTRONIC REPAIR 
MAN S PIANO TUNERS FULL AND PART- 
TIME 
POSTAL JOBS' $20,064 Slarti 
Prepare Now' Clerks-Carriers1 
Cal for Guaranteed Exam 
Workshop 1916) 944 4444 Ext. 2 
Resort Island Summer Employment Ice Cream- 
Gill Shop Restaurant Housing available 
Resume Box 431 Keseys Island. OH 43438 
SPRINGBREAK SAILING BAHAMAS 
45 FT  CAPTAINED YACHTS FOR GROUPS 
OF8 
7 DAYS PARTYING IN THE BAHAMAS 
S436 PP ALL INCLUSIVE 
SPRINGBREAK HOTLINE 1-800-999-7245 
4 PM TO 11 PM 
SUMMER JOBS! CAMP SEOUOIA. NEW YORK 
STATE CATSKILL MOUNTAINS. Cabin 
Counselor-Instructor and Specialty instructor 
positions available in ALL LAND AND WATER 
SPORTS (WSI). TENNIS. ENGLISH RIOING 
WATERSKIING. GYMNASTICS. 
PHOTOGRAPHY AND MANY MORE Additonal 
positions avaesble in al facets of KITCHEN 
DINING ROOM, SECRETARIAL AND 
MAINTENANCE For application and informs- 
lion WRITE: SEOUOIA-BQSU. BOX 1045, 
WOODSTOCK, NY 12400 OR CALL: 
014-670-S201. 
"For Sale: Formal dresses-lea length and 
long-sizes S 4 7. Excellent Condition-Best 
Offor. Cad Use today al 354-2701" 
2 bdrm moose home, fum 
with washer and dryer 
$5,500 - 352-5001 alter 9 30 PM 
For Sole: Stereo, Fisher turntable Receiver 
Equalizer, dual tape deck. Pioneer CD, EPI 
3-way speakers, wal unrt 7 CDs Asking $800 
Mike 354-6517 
HART Skies 200 cm w-Tyroaa 280 Racing Bm- 
dings $125 or best otter  Cal Ken 363-3436 
IBM PC Software 
Hundreds of programs only $4 95 each. Cal 
for free catalog 402-423-1387 
la II True You Can Buy Jeeps for $44 through 
the US government? Get the facts today' Cal 
1 312-742-1142 Ext   1794 
Just what your car has been asking tor! AM- 
FM cassette stereo. Has Dolby, Metal, Auto 
Reverse. F.F. snd Rewind. 10 station pre-sat 
and digital display. 7-hand graphic equilirer 
and 4 speakers. Many special features. Ex- 
cellent condition Will Install. Call Dennla at 
352-0722  
SUNGLASSES 
VUARNET.   RAY-BAN.    SERENGETTI. 
WAYFARER 
10% DISCOUNT WITH AD 
1022 N PROSPECT 352-2502 
Houses and Apartments 
Close lo campus for summer 1986 
« 88-89 school year   1267 3341 
HOUSES FOR 88 89 SCHOOL YEAH 
PLEASE CALL 354-7701 
OR 352-2330 AFTER 5 00 
LARGE EFFIC. APTS. 
convenient to campus 
FREE HEAT, AC. WATER, SEWER 
9 mo or 12 mo lease 
-0R- 
FURNISHED 2 BEDS 1 1-2 BATHS 
841 Eighth 8 $373 a mo 
R.E. MANAGEMENT 352-0302 
LIVE CLOSE-TO-CAMPUS 
810-815 Fourth St. 
One bedroom, lumlshed apt. 
Free heal, water 4 sewer 
Private Parking 
Newkwe Rentals 
320 S. Main 
3S2-S020 
MARTEN APTS 
2 bdrm   lurnished or unfurnished 
710 Seventh SI —704 Fifth St 
352-3445 
FOR RENT 
1 bdrm apartments for summer 1968 and 
88-89 school year 128 S Summit 
1-287-3341 
1 bdrm efficiency for summer sublease Great 
location, near Kohl Phone 353-5416 
12 BEDROOM APTS 
School Year. Year. Summer Leases Available 
S4V Rentals 352-7454 
3 bdrm apt lor $340 a mo Close to campus 
New paint S carpeting *vail now unN May 10. 
1988 Cal 353-0311 daily 
Now leasing For Summer and Fall 
HAVEN HOUSE 
PIEDMONT APTS 
Al Residents Recieve a Free Membership to 
Cherrywood Health Sps 
352 9378 
STOP!! DON'T SIONII! 
Student Legal Services, Inc. w* review al 
leases and contracts for you (BEFORE) you 
sign them 
■Know Fully What You Are Getting Into" 
Call lor an Appointment Today 
SLS 372-2051 
Another Service mede available by your S2.00 
Legal Fee. 
001-003 FIFTH ST. 
Furnished 4 unfurnished 2 bdrm. opt. 
FREE HEAT. WATER AND SEWER 
Private parking 4 laundry facilities 
0 412 month leases 
Nswlove Rentals 
320 S. Main 
352-5020 
APARTMENTS FOR RENT, 0 AND 12 MONTH 
LEASES, CALL TIM AT 352-7102 
DO YOU HAVE YOURS YET? 
CAMPUS MANOR APTS 
Close to Campus 
FREE HEAT. AC. WATER. SEWER 
Pnvale parking. 24 hr maintenance 
GET YOURS TOOAY' 
R.E. MANAGEMENT 352-0302 
FREE GAS HEAT, WATER 4 SEWER 
300 High St. 
2 bedroom, lumlshed spts 
Private parking 4 laundry facilities 
Close-to-campus 
Nswlove Rentals 
352-5020 
320 S. Main 
The 
BG 
News 
welcomes 
volunteer 
reporters 
and news 
photo- 
graphers. 
Houses S Duplexes lor 88 89 School Year 
Steve Smith 352-8917 
Winthrop Terrace Apts, 
Save $5 per month on 9 or 12 month 
leases signed by March 31 
1 & 2 Bedroom Apts. - Furn. & Unfurn. 
Includes: Heat, Water, Full Time Maintenance 
Office: 400 Napoleon Rd. 
352-9135 
Hrs:Mon-Fri 9-7 
Sat. 10-4 
ISLJLIS/   UPDATE: 
Innovation 
Feb. 25th 
8-midnight 
S1 Aamission 
Grand Ballroom- 
2nd floor 
University Union 
Jack White 
Jack White is here from: 
February 22nd through 26th 
The Buckeye Room will be 
THE place to be in oraer to 
participate in Free Billiard clinics, 
Tournament & Exhibitions. 
Men's ana Women's Tournaments 
begin Tuesday, February 23rd. 
Prizes for first 3 placing winners 
in each division. 
•call the UAO Office for more 
information 372-2343. 
Spring Break Raffle 
Tickets! 
Win a trip to South 
Padre with UAO! 
Tickets on sale at 
the Innovation Dance! 
Drawing at the 
Innovation Dance! 
$1.50 per ticket 
Director Applications 
Available for UAO! 
Due March 4, 4:00 p.m. 
Pick up forms at UAO 
Office 3rd floor Union! 
House of Wax 
Thurs., Feb. 25 
Gish Film Theater! 
Hanna Hall 9 p.m. 
FREE TO ALU 
Blue Velvet 
Feb 26. 27th 
210 MSC Building 7 30. 9 45 
S1.50 w/ student ID. 
SID * NANCY 
Feb. 26 & 27th 
210 MSC Building mdnight 
$1 50 w/ student I.D 
